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The ride quality, handling, and stability are three main issues in vehicle suspension 
design. Different suspension systems have been designed in the past to fulfil these 
conflicting requirements. One of the popular suspension systems integrated in small and 
midsize passenger cars is MacPherson suspension system. A suspension system is either 
passive if a conventional damper is incorporated or is semi-active with a variable damper. 
A new control oriented dynamic model of the MacPherson suspension system is 
developed in this thesis to consider the effects of the suspension structure on the dynamic 
response and a new kinematic model is proposed to investigate those suspension 
kinematic parameters affecting both handling performance and stability of the vehicle. 
The performance of MacPherson suspension system under alternative hybrid semi-active 
controls is evaluated. It is shown that the contribution of different control strategies on 
the ride quality enhancement of the vehicle could be similar whereas their effectiveness 
on the performance of suspension kinematc parameters is completely different. 
Using the H*, robust control theory, a full state feedback controller is designed to improve 
MacPherson suspension specifications. The gain of the controller is optimized so that the 
trade-off between the requirements is achieved. To be more practical and to reduce the 
design cost. H*> output feedback control theory is employed to design a controller with 
the minimal cost design. To optimize the controller gain, the LMI and Genetic Algorithm 
iii 
optimization tools are used. It is shown that the output controller can improve the 
suspension performance close to that of a full state feedback controller. 
A magnetorheological damper with continuously variable damping is considered as the 
actuator to the system. In order to tune the current signal of the damper so as to track the 
desired force calculated from the controller unit, a mathematical dynamic model of the 
damper is required. For modelling the damper, the MR damper is characterized by a 
piece-wise polynomial model which is identified by using the data acquired from various 
tests in the laboratory. The dynamic behaviour of the MR damper on control performance 
is investigated. The Hardware-in-the-Loop Simulation is made and the effectiveness of 
the controllers is evaluated through experiments. 
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INTRODUCTION, LITERATURE SURVEY, AND 
OBJECTIVES 
1.1 Introduction 
Vehicles are subjected to excitations due to road roughness. In order to alleviate the 
discomfort to the passengers and excessive fatigue damage to the various vehicle system 
components, the vehicle is equipped with a suspension system that cushions the vehicle. 
The main function of a suspension system is to provide sufficient ride quality (passenger 
comfort), superior handling performance, and adequate road-holding of the tire. A 
suspension system is a multilink dynamic system which absorbs the energy exerted from 
road to the vehicle by a spring and dissipates it through a damper. 
Ride quality deals with the sense of comfort and feel of the passengers within the 
vibration environment of a moving vehicle. The vibrations mainly arise from road surface 
irregularities and on-board vibration sources. The on-board vibration sources can be 
classified as imbalances in the tire and wheel assemblies, engine vibration, aerodynamic 
forces and vibrations from transmission system. The engine and driveline vibrations are 
transmitted to the vehicle body via the engine and transmission mounts while the 
excitations from wheel and tire imbalances are applied to the vehicle body through the 
suspension system. However, the main vibration source is the road irregularities, 
transmitted to the vehicle body through the wheel and suspension system [1, 2]. The road 
vibrations are classified as shocks and vibration. Shocks from suddenly applied inputs 
1 
such as those by potholes and bumps are discrete events with short duration and high 
power, whereas vibrations include consistent excitations. 
Another function of suspension system is to maintain sufficient contact force between the 
tires and the road (road holding ability) with minimal load variation. Based on the wheel 
position and its motions, different types of forces such as tractive, cornering and braking 
forces are generated by the tire on motion. It is known that all of these forces are a 
function of the vertical force acting between the tire and the road. The magnitude of the 
vertical force varies when the suspension system is undergoing vibrations. The vibration 
of the tire influences the road holding ability of the suspension and consequently affects 
the handling performance and stability condition of the vehicle. In order to avoid losing 
contact with the ground, the magnitude of the dynamic vertical force should not exceed 
the static load. This factor becomes important during cornering due to rapid variation of 
the vertical load [1]. 
Handling performance refers to the response of the vehicle subject to steering commands 
and environmental inputs. The kinematics and linkage of a suspension system with 
significant influence on the handling performance are important in controlling the 
direction of the vehicle motion and in its stability in the presence of external 
disturbances, such as wind gust and road disturbances. In the context of suspension 
design, kinematics describes the wheel motions during bottoming out and steering and 
kinematic suspension parameters refer to variations in the positions of the wheels subject 
to the changes in the forces and moments between the tires and road. 
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It is known that the above requirements of a suspension system are conflicting. For 
example, in order to achieve better isolation of the vehicle body from road roughness it is 
preferable to have low damping allowing a large suspension deflections while a large 
damping yields better road contact at the expense of high frequency isolation. Thus, it is 
hard to have simultaneously a high ride comfort, handling and body attitude control under 
all driving conditions. 
1.2 Categories of Suspensions 
Based on the principle of operation, the suspension systems are classified into three main 
categories: passive, active and semi-active systems. A passive suspension system 
dissipates the energy via the passive damper. In this case, the kinematic and dynamic 
parameters of the structure would be so chosen as to reach a compromise between road 
holding and ride comfort. While in active suspension system a hydraulic actuator is 
incorporated in place of the strut in order to exert a desired force to improve suspension 
performance, in semi-active suspension system the damping coefficient of the damper is 
controlled so that there is maximum energy absorption without compromising the ride 
comfort. 
Traditionally used in automotive applications, the passive suspension systems provide a 
compromise between the specifications in a limited range of the road excitation 
frequencies, while the active suspensions offer good road roughness isolation, stability, 
and handling performance compared to those of passive type over a wide range of 
disturbance frequencies. However, complicated circuit components, expensive structure 
and heavy weight are the main obstacles in the implementation of this type of 
suspensions. In spite of the advantages of the active suspension systems, semi- active 
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suspensions are more attractive because of low energy requirement, simple structure and 
a performance in between those of passive and fully active systems. 
Suspension systems are divided into two main groups, solid axles and independent 
suspensions based on the type of structure. A solid axle connects two wheels together by 
a rigid beam and therefore the motion of one-side wheel affects the motion and position 
of the opposite-side wheel directly. Such suspension systems are usually found as rear 
and front suspensions where a high load capacity is required such as in heavy trucks. The 
independent suspension systems, on the other hand, allow the motions of the two-side 
wheels to be free from each other. This type of suspensions is popular in nearly all 
passenger cars and light trucks since it provides a better space for the engine, superior 
steering and better suspension kinematic performance [1]. Some of the popular types of 
independent suspension systems integrated in small and middle size vehicles include 
MacPherson, double wishbone, and multi-link suspension systems [3]. 
Stmt 
Control Arm
 x 0 ,, 
bpindle 
Figure 1.1 MacPherson strut wheel suspension1 
The figure is borrowed from: http://autospeed.com/crns/article.htm]?&A=1653 
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The MacPherson suspension (Figure 1.1) was proposed by Earl S. MacPherson in 1949. 
Ford Motor Company incorporated this type of suspension in its products. The 
MacPherson suspension is widely used in many modern vehicles due to its simple 
structure. It is usually implemented in the vehicle body as a front suspension; however, it 
has been used as both front and rear suspensions. This suspension is categorized as an 
independent suspension and it is an advanced development of a double wishbone 
suspension where the upper transverse link is replaced by the strut link including damper 
and spring. The main advantages of a MacPherson suspension are its simple structure, 
compact size, low weight and low maintenance cost, whereas it has some disadvantages 
such as less favourable kinematic performance, higher need for steering, higher tire wear 
and less isolation of the vehicle body from road roughness compared to other types of 
independent suspensions [3]. 
1.3 Literature Survey 
The objective of the present thesis research is to attenuate the vehicle body vibration 
resulting from road irregularities using a suitable semi-active control strategy along with 
evaluation of the kinematic suspension performance and validation of the results with 
experimental data. The literature review is in three parts, modeling of the suspension 
system, suspension control strategies and experimental studies. 
1.3.1 Modeling of the suspension system 
In terms of the suspension control of a vehicle, three models are widely considered by 
researchers. The first model represents the vertical dynamic response of the quarter 
vehicle. It can be divided into two sub-models including the single degree-of-freedom 
(DOF) model and two degree-of-freedom model. While single DOF model shows the 
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vibration of the sprung mass (vehicle body), the two DOF model includes the wheel 
modes as well. The second model considers the half car of a vehicle and represents either 
the vertical and pitch motions corresponding to the bicycle model or the vertical and roll 
motions corresponding to the axle model. The third one represents a full vehicle and 
contains seven DOF including roll, pitch, vertical motions of wheels and vertical motion 
of the vehicle body [4]. However, in all those models, the unsprung mass, including 
suspension linkage and wheel mass, is connected to the sprung mass via a linear spring 
and damper. Among the above models the quarter car model with two DOF is much more 






Figure 1.2 Conventional quarter-ear model 
A quarter-car model, shown in Figure 1.2, represents two dominant modes of two lumped 
masses connected via a spring and a damper. The dynamics of the tire is modelled as the 
spring stiffness. This model considers the vertical motions of the sprung and unsprung 
masses. It should be noted that without considering the effect of the suspension 
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kinematics and related linkage, this simple model may not be significantly effective. 
Studies related to the control-oriented modeling of a specific suspension system, such as 
MacPherson suspension, are rare. It is obvious that the need for an accurate model of the 
MacPherson suspension system to study the impact of suspension kinematics on the 
dynamic behaviour of the system becomes increasingly important for ride control design. 
1.3.2 Ride control design strategies 
The objective of ride control is to isolate the vibrations transmitted to the sprung mass 
from road disturbances while satisfying the handling and stability constraints. There are 
many semi-active control algorithms available in the literature; however, the main control 
architectures used can be classified into three categories including hybrid (skyhook-
groundhook controller), optimal and robust control strategies. It is worth mentioning that 
in an active suspension system the controlled force is generated by a hydraulic actuator, 
while in the semi-active one, the idea is to reproduce a desired damping force obtained 
from ride control design by a semi-active damper located between the wheel and chassis. 
However, the procedure for the force control design is the same for both active and semi-
active suspension systems. 
Previous studies employed the root mean square acceleration of the sprung mass, 
suspension deflection, i.e. the relative displacement between the car body and wheel 
assembly, and tire deflection as measurement of the ride quality, rattle space constraint 
and road holding ability, respectively. It was concluded in [4] that there exists an 
excellent correlation between root mean square acceleration and the individual ride 
feeling. In addition, the smaller tire deflection results in better road holding and 
consequently a superior handling and stability performance. A large suspension 
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deflection may cause deterioration of ride comfort as well as structural damage. 
Accordingly, for optimal control of a suspension system, a performance index such as 
Equation (1.1) is defined which should be minimized subject to the system dynamics, 
represented by Equation (1.2) [4]. 
minimizel PI = \(fs+rjz5 -zj +r2(zu-zr)2)dt \ (1.1) 
x = Ax(t) + BJa(t) + B2zr(t) + BJd(t) (1.2) 
where x(t) = [zs -zu,zs,zu -zr,zy] represents the states of the system./, andfd stand for 
actuator and disturbance forces, respectively, and zr is road profile input. In addition, r\ 
and Y2 are weighting parameters indicating the contribution of the rattle space limitation 
and handling performance in improving the ride quality. 
A comprehensive literature survey was carried out by Hrovat [4] pertaining to optimal 
control of active suspensions based on different suspension models. It was concluded that 
the performance of optimal control of active suspension is not superior compared to that 
of the passive one unless an adaptive control approach or gain scheduling is combined. 
For semi-active control suspension applications, Tseng and Hedrick [5] showed that 
variable gain is needed for optimal control which makes it impractical. In order to cope 
with the variable gain problem of optimal control for semi-active suspension systems, 
they investigated two main sub-optimal approaches, including clipped optimal and 
steepest gradient that involved constant gain solutions. In the former approach, the 
performance index is in relation with the optimal active one while in the latter approach it 
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is pertaining to the optimal passive one. In addition, Giua et al [6] designed an optimal 
gain switching force controller for this application. In their work, an optimal controller 
was obtained based on the active control law; however, the gain would be changed under 
different conditions based on a gain scheduling approach. In their next work [7], they 
applied the proposed control strategy on the semi-active suspension by utilizing two types 
of actuators including MR and ER dampers and incorporating an observer. 
In semi-active suspension systems, the force of a semi-active actuator is limited between 
\fmin, /max]- In addition, the passivity requirement of dynamics of a semi-active suspension 
system leads to another constraint. The passivity constraint arises from the fact that the 
force generated by semi-active damper should play an energy dissipating role. Thus the 
following mathematical constraint should be satisfied during optimization procedure [44]. 
fjzs-zu)>0 (1.3) 
Considering the abovementioned constraints and their effects on the future dynamic 
performance of the system, a Model Predictive Control (MPC) algorithm was employed 
by Canale et al [8] to handle the limitations. It was shown that the MPC significantly 
improves the ride comfort and handling performance. Since the computation load of this 
type of algorithm is high, they proposed a faster algorithm for optimization purposes. 
Sohn et al [9] tried to estimate the profile of the road using extended least square 
estimation approach and consequently designed a Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) 
controller based on the road estimation. However, it is known that the LQG controller has 
poor stability margins with respect to model uncertainties thereby reducing the overall 
performance of the control system [10]. 
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Although, in the literature, the abovementioned control strategies cover the major part of 
controllers applied to a vehicle suspension system, there are various other advanced 
control strategies such as adaptive, predictive, pole placement etc. control for this 
application. 
Adaptive control strategy refers to a controller that is able to adapt its parameters in the 
presence of some system changes. In suspension systems, the main source of variations is 
dynamic parameter changes such as stiffness and mass. Song et al [11] employed a 
nonlinear adaptive control for magnetorheological suspension systems where its mass and 
stiffnesses were assumed to be unknown. In their study, the unknown parameters were 
first estimated by recursive least squares method and subsequently the cost function of 
the system including sprung mass acceleration and suspension deflection was minimized. 
Chen and Huang [12] considered the load of the vehicle as a time-varying parameter with 
known bound. In addition, they assumed that some uncertainties with unknown bounds 
exist in the plant. Accordingly, they designed an adaptive sliding controller to 
accommodate the uncertainties. Fialho and Balas [13], employed adaptive theory by gain 
scheduling tool for active suspension control. Two main specifications taken into account 
in this work were the suspension deflection and the sprung mass acceleration. Depending 
on the road profile conditions and suspension deflection, the weighting parameters were 
switched on specified values to overcome the limitations. In addition, the dynamics of 
hydraulic actuator was considered and a backstepping approach control was designed for 
voltage generation. 
Leite and Peres [14] considered the damper coefficient, the spring coefficient, and the 
sprung mass as the uncertain parameters belonging to a polytope of uncertainty and then 
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proposed a parameter-dependent gain using pole location control approach for active 
suspension systems. Sie et al [15] employed the grey prediction fuzzy controller for 
active suspension control. A preview active suspension was studied in [16, 17] as well. In 
a preview controller, the future information of the system is available and utilized by the 
control law. 
In conclusion, many studies on the advanced suspension control design have been carried 
out, however, the control objective mostly is either ride quality or road holding 
improvement while the concerns regarding the handling and steering are not sufficiently 
addressed. 
1.4. Objectives and Research Scope 
The survey of literature reveals that there are many studies carried out on vehicle 
suspension control, however, there are still challenges that are not adequately addressed 
in this area, which are highlighted as follows. 
First of all, despite numerous advanced control strategies designed for active suspension 
system applications, there are not many advanced control algorithms available for semi-
active suspension systems. 
Secondly, almost all the control strategies were developed based on a simple quarter car 
model in which the effect of the kinematics of the system on the dynamic behaviour is 
not considered. 
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Thirdly, the performances of the main kinematic suspension parameters, that play an 
important role in the overall handling, steering and stability of a vehicle, have not 
received sufficient attention in the design procedure. 
Finally, despite massive analytical studies, experimental investigations and validations of 
control strategies are rare. 
Motivations for the present study are based on the above factors. The different 
investigations in the current thesis are summarized as: 
1) Model modification for specific suspension system, namely MacPherson suspension 
system. 
2) Control design together with the improvement of kinematic suspension performance. 
3) Experimental validation of analytical results (hardware-in-the-loop). 
The current research will present a novel approach for the semi-active control of 
MacPherson suspension system. The originality of the research lies in building both 
dynamic and kinematic models of the MacPherson suspension system, considering the 
structural effects on the dynamic behaviour of the system, and also evaluating the 
performance of the kinematic parameters influencing handling performance and stability 
of vehicle subject to robust semi-active control policy. 
The main purpose of the research is to design an advanced controller with minimum cost 
design and consideration of practical limitations in order to satisfy the conflicting 
suspension system specifications simultaneously. Generally speaking, this work 
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comprises three main phases; i.e. modeling and dynamical analysis of the system, design 
of a novel advanced control, and experimental validation of the analytical results. 
In this research, an MR damper will be considered as actuator for the system because of 
its desired performance in vehicle applications. In addition, a proper model describing 
nonlinear performance of MR damper will be employed. Using that model, the required 
current for producing desired force will be generated. A real MR damper will be 
incorporated in the feedback loop and the performance of the MacPherson suspension 
subjected to a MR damper force will be investigated in a hardware-in-the-loop 
experiment. 
1.5 Thesis Outline 
Considering the structure of MacPherson suspension system, a new control-oriented 
dynamic model of system is developed in Chapter 2. The frequency and time 
performances of the new model are compared with those of the conventional model. A 
three-dimensional kinematic model of the suspension system is developed to evaluate the 
kinematic performance of the system subjected to the damping force variation and road 
disturbances. The model is validated by a three-dimensional model developed by 
ADAMS software. It is shown that the kinematic model represents the performance of the 
suspension kinematic parameters with a reasonable accuracy. 
In Chapter 3, three well-known semi-active control strategies are described and their 
contributions on ride quality enhancement are compared. It is shown that the controllers 
improve the ride quality close to each other while affecting the kinematic performance 
adversely. 
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Full states feedback and output feedback controllers are designed according to the FL 
robust control theory in Chapter 4. Although the full state feedback controller has a better 
performance compared to output feedback controller, its implementation is difficult 
because of the need for a lot of sensors. In order to make the controller design more 
practical than the full state feedback controller, the output feedback control theory is 
employed and a controller with simpler structure is designed. It is shown that the 
controller has a performance close to the full states feedback controller. For the 
optimizations of controller gains, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) and Linear Matrix 
Inequality (LMI) toolboxes are used. The effectiveness of the controller is evaluated 
through simulation results. 
To generate current signal of the MR damper, the dynamic performance of a candidate 
MR damper is characterized through experiments. In Chapter 5, using the data acquired 
in laboratory, a piece-wise polynomial model is developed for the MR damper. A 
practical approach for current signal estimation is described and the performance of the 
controller is validated through hardware-in-the-loop simulations. 
The results of the research and possible future works are presented in Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 2 
DYNAMIC AND KINEMATIC MODEL OF A 
MACPHERSON STRUT SUSPENSION SYSTEM 
The previous chapter provides a survey of the literature treating the different aspects of 
MacPherson suspension systems including the control aspects, and presents the 
objectives and the scope of the present dissertation. This chapter will propose a new 
dynamic model of the MacPherson strut suspension system for ride control applications. 
The model includes the vertical acceleration of the sprung mass and incorporates the 
suspension linkage kinematics. This two degree-of-freedom (DOF) model provides a 
more accurate representation of the MacPherson suspension system for ride control 
applications since it considers the linkages of the system in the dynamic modeling and 
incorporates the rotational motion of the wheel. The performance of the nonlinear and 
linearized models is investigated and compared with that of the simple two DOF model. 
Furthermore, this chapter describes the concepts of kinematic suspension parameters and 
the related effects of their variations on the handling, steering, and stability of a vehicle 
during either forward motion or cornering. The main kinematic parameters, introduced in 
this chapter, consist of camber, caster, king-pin, and toe angles as well as track width and 
roll centre. In addition, a new three dimensional kinematic model of the MacPherson 
suspension system for the evaluation of those parameters is established. The model is 
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validated with a virtual prototype of MacPherson suspension system developed by 
ADAMS software. 
2.1 Introduction 
There are numerous studies carried out on both active and semi-active control of 
suspension systems. However, as pointed out in the literature survey, the studies on the 
effect of the suspension kinematics on the dynamic response of the system are rare. In 
addition, the evaluation of the suspension kinematic parameters subjected to the 
controlled damping force has not received enough attention in previous studies. It should 
be noted that the evaluation of the suspension kinematic parameters opens another view 
to study aspects of the ride quality, stability, and handling performance of the vehicle. 
For instance, the roll variation affects the ride quality while camber angle and track width 
are important in handling performance. 
Stensson et al [18] investigated the nonlinear dynamic performance of the MacPherson 
structure using three nonlinear models. A finite element analysis was carried out to assess 
the deformation of the components of this mechanism by Jonsson [19]. Fallah [20], Suh 
[21] and Mantaras et al [22] analyzed the kinematic and dynamic performances of the 
MacPherson suspension by formulating its spatial model. Chen and Beale [23] employed 
a three-dimensional model (3D) of a MacPherson suspension system to estimate its 
dynamic parameters. Habibi et al [24] developed a three dimensional kinematic model of 
this system and optimized its design characteristics such as linkage lengths and positions 
using Genetic Algorithm to optimize the suspension kinematic performance. However, 
the aforementioned models are not suitable for ride control design because they can not 
be written in the state space form. Ro and Kim [25] incorporated model reduction 
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technique to identify the parameters of the simplified quarter-car model based on a three-
dimensional model of the MacPherson suspension system developed in ADAMS 
software. Hong et al and Sohn et al [26, 27] offered a two-dimensional model of the 
MacPherson suspension for ride control applications. However, the spindle structure was 
ignored in this model. 
In the following, a new dynamic control-oriented suspension model is introduced so as to 
consider the structural effects on the dynamic behaviour of the system. In addition, the 
performance of those kinematic suspension parameters describing wheel motions is 
investigated using a new three-dimensional kinematic model of the MacPherson 
suspension system. 
2.2 Displacement Matrix Method and Constraint Equations 
The displacement matrix method is employed in order to analyze the mechanism of the 
MacPherson suspension system. The general three-dimensional displacement matrix is 
given in terms of a translation from a point />,(x,, j p z , ) to another point p2(x2,y2,z2) 
and a rotation about a fixed coordinate [28]. 
a,3 x 2 - («„* , + a12j>,+al3z,) 
«23 yi - K * . + a22yt + «23ZI ) H I ) 
a33 z2-(a3 1*, + a32>- + a33z,) 
0 1 
where an are components of the rotation matrix. 
A rotation matrix can be described as a product of successive rotations about the principal 




pitch, and yaw angles, which are denoted as (<fi,S,y/). The resulting rotation matrix is 
given by 
au an a, 3 
a2 | a22 a23 
a3] a32 a33 
cos^cos5 -sin^cos^/ + cos^sirii9sin(j/ sin (2) sin y +cos {# sin .9 cosy/ 
sin^cosi9 cos^cosy/ + sin^sin.9sin(</ — cos 0i sin y/+ sin (# sin # cos y/ 
-sin .9 cos^siny cosi9cosy/ 
(2.2) 
The second part of the displacement matrix method is the holonomic constraint equation 
formulations which apply mathematical restrictions to the mobility of the model in order 
to take away degrees of freedom of the multi-body system, and are specifically related to 
the joints between adjacent bodies. The constraint equations for the spherical-spherical 
(SS) link, the revolute-spherical (RS) link and spherical-cylindrical (SC) link are 
explained in the following. 
2.2.1 Spherical-Spherical (SS) Link Constraint Equations: 
The Spherical-Spherical (SS) link is defined by a spherical joint at a point PO(XQ, yo, z$) 
on a fixed body and a spherical joint at a point P\(x\,y\, z\) on the moving body and the 
constraint equation which specifies the property of constant length between the two 
spherical joints. The displacement constraint is: 
(x,,: -x,, )2 + ov -y,, )2 + (*,, - h, )2 = (*„ - \ )2 + (yn - yPt )2 + (v, - *,„ )2 (2-3) 
where Pj{x2,y2, zi) is transformed position of the point P\{x\, y\, z\). 
2.2.2 Revolute-Spherical (RS) Link Constraint Equations: 
A Revolute-Spherical (RS) link is defined as a revolute joint at a point Po(xo,yo, zo) with 
rotation axis U0(ut0,uy0,u.Q) on a fixed body and a spherical joint at a point P\(x\,y\, z\) 
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on a moving body and the constraint equations which specify the properties of constant 
length between the revolute and spherical joints and the perpendicularity between the 
revolute axis and the axis defined by the link. 
(*,2 - *,>„ )2 + (y,-2 - A, )2+(^ - *,„ )2 = (*„ - *,„ f + (y* - y,. )2+(*„ - *,„ )2 (2-4) 
M
'„^~^)+ M .„(»2-»„)+",„ (2/>2-^)=° (2-5) 
where Pi{x2,yi, z2) is the transformed position of the point P\(x\,y\, z\). 
2.2.3 Spherical-Cylindrical (SC) Link Constraint Equations: 
The Spherical-Cylindrical (SC) link is defined as a spherical joint at a point PQ,{XQ, yo, zo) 
on a fixed body and a cylindrical joint at a point P\(x\, y\, z\) on a moving body with an 
axis of translation /rotation U\(uXj uy, uz) along the link axis, and the constraint equations 
specify that the straight line defined by the link, or cylindrical joint axis remains a 
straight line during any displacement. 
u: (*,, - x,,a) - ux (z,, - zK) = 0 (2.6) 
u:(yl,~yl,)-uy(zli-z,,t) = 0 (2.7) 
w,2+i/*+«? = l (2.8) 
2.3 New Model of MacPherson Suspension for Semi-active/active Ride 
Control Applications 
Using the displacement matrix method and the abovementioned constraint equation, a 
two-dimensional control oriented model of MacPherson suspension system will be 
developed in this section. 
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A MacPherson suspension, shown in Figure 2.1, consists of the control arm, the strut 
including spring and damper, the spindle, and the piston rod. The control arm is a rigid 
body and connected to the chassis with a rotational joint. A spherical joint connects the 
control arm and the spindle. Wheels are installed on the strut's spindle. A cylindrical joint 
connects the strut to the piston rod. The piston rod is connected to the chassis with a 
spherical joint. A spring and damper are installed between the strut and the chassis along 
the piston rod to absorb the vibration and shock caused by a bumpy road. 
I Control Arm 
Spindle and piston rod 
Figure 2.1 Schematic of the MacPherson strut suspension 
2.3.1 Kinematics 
A two-dimensional model of the MacPherson suspension system is illustrated in Figure 
2.2. It is formed of a quarter-car body, a spindle and tire, a helical spring, a control arm 
and a load disturbance. If the joint between the strut and the car body at point D is 
assumed as a bushing, it is a three DOF system. However, if the mass of the strut is 
ignored and the bushing is assumed to be a pin joint, the number of DOF will reduce to 
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two, including the vertical displacement of the sprung mass and the rotational motion of 
the control arm [26]. In this model, the strut is shown by link CD while link AB depicts 
the control arm which is modelled as a rod. The revolute joint at point B in which the 
control arm and the chassis are connected together, is modelled as a rotational joint. This 
model is more general than the conventional model since it integrates the linkage 
kinematics and is more accurate than that was proposed in references [20-23] where the 
wheel camber motion was not considered. 
The detailed assumptions made in this model are as follows: 
1- The sprung mass has only vertical displacement while the motion of the vehicle body 
in other directions is assumed to be zero. 
2- The unsprung mass (spindle and tire) is connected to the car body through both the 
strut and the control arm. 
3- The values of zs and 0 are measured from the static equilibrium position and are 
considered as generalized coordinates. 
4- The camber angle is assumed to be zero when the suspension system is at static 
equilibrium. 
5- Compared to other links, the mass of the strut is negligible. 
6- The coil spring, the tire, and the damper are assumed to be linear. 
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1 - Chassis (sprung mass) 
2- Control Arm 
3- Spindle 
4- Strut 
Figure 2.2 Model of the MacPherson strut suspension 
It is assumed that, under static equilibrium conditions, points A, B, C, D, J, and P, 
respectively, are located at (yA], zA)), (yBi, zB)), (yci, z a ) , (yDi, zDi), (yji, zJ1), and (yP1, 
zpi) with the origin of the coordinate system, O, at B. In addition, the vertical 
displacement of the sprung mass, zs, to be upward and the rotation angle of the control 
arm, 0, to be in the counter clockwise direction. 
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a., = a„ = cos 6 1 , 2 2
 / (2.10) 
ai\ ~~a\i = s m ^ 
where <p is the rotation angle of the wheel about x axis. 
In Equation (2.9), the unknown parameters are (yA, ZA), (yj, Zj), (yp, zp), (yc, zc) and <p 
with 6 equations in terms of 9 unknowns. In order to solve this set of equations, it is 
necessary to employ the kinematic constraints of the mechanism. Since a link including 
cylindrical joint and spherical joint establishes the strut of the MacPherson suspension, 
the constraint of this link at the points C and Jean be described as follows: 
zc = a(yc-yD) + zD (2 11) 
ZJ =a(yj-yD) + zD 
where a is the slope of the strut with respect to the vertical axis and is less than 15 degree 
in Macpherson strut suspension system 
The control arm is a link between a revolute joint and a spherical joint. It rotates around a 
fixed axis and has a constant length. Thus the constraint equations of this link are: 
y.A = ^cos(e+e l )+>'s 
zA=LAsm(Q + Qx) + zB 
where LA is the length of the control arm and 8/ is the initial angle of the control arm 
resulting from static deflection and structure design. Moreover, the positions of the key 
points on the chassis are changing under road disturbances as below: 
> ' / J = ° ; zB=zs, yn=yD, zD=za+zs • (2.13) 
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With addition of Equations (2.11), (2.12), and (2.13) the number of unknowns, (yA, ZA), 
(yj, zj), (yp, zp), (yc, zc), a and <p, increases to 10 which is equal to the number of 
equations. Thus, the following system of equations can be established: 
yc = (yc, - yA, M i + (ZA, - zc, M i + yA 
z
c =(yc, - y / t . M i + ( z c , - z / f , M i + ZA 
y.j = (yj, -yA,Mi + (ZA, -ZJ,Mi + ^ 
ZJ = (x/, - yA, M i + ( Z J , - ZA, M i + ^ 
yp = (yp, - yA, Mi i + (ZA, - ZP, M i + yA , 2 14 ) 
ZP = (y/>, - yA, M i + (*/>, - ZA, M i + z ^ 
zc=a(yc-yDi) + (zDi +z,) 
* / ^ ( X Z - J D ^ + OD, +2,) 
yA = LA cos(# + #,) 
z^ j = Z^ sin(# + 0t) + zs 
Upon solving the above system of equations, <p would be determined as a function of the 
generalized coordinates 6 and zs. The value of cp as a function of 6 and z5 is: 
[5, + s2 cos(6> + (9,) + 53 sin(0 + 0X)] 
, (2.15) 
y [(5, + s2 cos(# + 6*,) + s3 sin(<9 + #, )]2 - 4[>4 + s2 sin(0 + #,) + sA cos(<9 + ^ ) ] 
2 
where 
(yc, - X ; , ) ^ , + (*/, ~ZC,)ZD, 
(yc, -y^,)(ZJ, ~ZA,) + (ZA, -zc,)(yj, -yAl) 
(yj, -yc,)LA 
(yc, - yA, )(z.i, - ZA, ) + (ZA, - zc, )(y.i, - yAl) 
i 3 = ! 
Or, -yAX-v, - - , . , ) + (-.-!, --C.XJ-'./, ->'.-I,) 
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1 , ( * c , - * / , ) . K P , + 0 > C , - X ; , ) * A 
(yc, - yAx ) ( Z J , - ZA, ) + ( * 4 - z c x ^ , - yA,) 
and subsequently the other unknown parameters including (yA, ZA), (yj, zj), (yp, zp), (yc, 
zc) and a can be specified. So far, the displacements of all key points have been 
determined as functions of the independent variables 6 and zs. 
The next step is to find the velocities of the key points. The system of velocity 
components of the main points are obtained from the derivation of the system of 
Equations (2.14) as below: 
yc =<p(zA~zc) + yA 
z
c = <p{yc-yA) + zA 
y.j =<p(zA~zj) + yA 
ZJ =<p(yj-yA)+zA 
yp =<i>(zA-zp) + yA ,~ . , . 
•/ -v • " ( 2 . 1 6 ) 
zi>=p(yp-yA) + zA 
zc =ayc+d(yc-yD) + zs 
z
.i =c&j+a{y.j -yD) + zs 
yA=-LAsm(0 + 0l)0 
zA = LA cos((9 + 9X )9 + zs 
In solving the above system of equations, the value of <p is determined as follows 
4f=(zA-qyA-zs)(yc-yJ) . ( 2 1 ? ) 
where 
h
 = (>V ->'.-) +azr-azA)(yj -yD)-(yj -yA+azj -azA)(yc -yD) (2.18) 
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2.3.2 Equations of motion 
The equations of motion of the new model can be derived using Lagrange's method. The 
kinetic energy, T, is given by 
T
 = {im>• + 'Ofe ) 2 +\mu(yl +4) + \l»P2 +\&2 (2-19) 
where ms, mu, and wcaare masses of the body, wheel and control arm, respectively. Iu and 
l^a are the inertia moments of the wheel and control arm where the latter is taken about 
point B. The potential energy, V, is 
V = ~Ks(AL)2+-K,(Az)2 (2.20) 
where Ks and K, are the stiffness coefficients of the sprung and unsprung masses, 
respectively. Moreover, the deflection of the spring, AL, and the deflection of the tire, Az, 
are: 
AL = [{yc - y D ) 2 + (zc - zD f f2) - [(yCi -yDi )2 + (z q -zD_ )f^ (2.21) 
Az = zP-zr =(yAi -yi])<p + (zPi -zAi) + LAsm(0 + 9l) + zs-zr (2.22) 
The damping function, D, is given by 
D = \cp{AL? (2.23) 
where Cp is the damping coefficient and the relative velocity of damper AL is: 
dL=[yc(yc-yD) + (zc-zD)(zc-zDmyc-yD)2+(^--D)2riy2) (2.24) 
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Using Lagrange's equations along the generalized coordinates zs and 9 and by 
substituting the values of yp and zp, taken from (2.16) and <p from (2.17), respectively, 
into (2.19) one can obtain the equations of motion: 
{ms+mv+mca)zs+muLA cos(# + <9,) + [cos(# + 0,) + a sin(# + 0,)] (yc-yj)(yP-yA) 0 = 
Br 










Syc-yjXyi>-yA) L4cos(9 + 9]) + (yl>-z4)^-\\{(cos(8 + 9i) + asm(8 + 9])}KJ''- JJ,KJ'' ' A' + cos(0 + 9f) 
5(9 h 
h 
6 + m„ I,cos((9 + ^ ) + ( j P - z , ) - ^ 
/ • ; 
5^ _ 
S6> 
.fa + Hb-H4-H5 
where 
(2.26) 











Since the equations are highly nonlinear, the higher order nonlinearities are ignored in 
Equations (2.25) and (2.26). Therefore, the equations of motion are obtained as: 
f\(zs>zs>@>9)zs + fi(z.v>z.s'#>&W - F\(z.s>zs>&>9) (? ?Q\ 
h (ZS ' ZS > ^ . ^)Z .V +' / 4 (ZA > Z.V J ^» 0)& = ^ 2 (Z.« » ZS ! ^ ^ ) 
Solving the above system of equations, the accelerations along the generalized 
coordinates are obtained as follows: 





At this point, introducing the state variables as [x/. x2, xj. xv] = [rs, z,, 0, 0]7 yields the 
state space representation of Equation (2.30). 
i , = X, 
* 2 = S\ (z.vizj^!^/o^/i/^r) / ^ 11 \ 
X, = X4 
XA =S2^Z^Zs:S,0,fa,f(i,Zr) 
2.3.3 Linearization of the Equations 
The highly nonlinear equations of motion are linearized at the equilibrium state (xie, X2e, 
*3e, X4e) = (0, 0, 0, 0). The resulting linearized equations are: 
x = Ax(t)+BJa«) + B2z/t)+B:J/t) 
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2.4 Modified Model for Semi-active Ride Control Applications 
The implementation of active control components on MacPherson suspension is difficult 
due to the limited space available in this type of the suspension system. In the semi-active 
case, there is no actuator to supply an active force, and the passive damper is replaced by 
a damper with a controllable variable damping coefficient. Magnetorheological (MR) 
dampers are commonly recommended for the semi-active control applications due to 
their small size, low energy requirements and desired performance which is in between 
that of passive and fully active devices [29-31]. Thus, the idea of incorporating semi-
active controller is more attractive. For the semi-active control applications, the process 
of modeling is the same as that for active control applications except that the damping 
function is equal to zero in Equation (2.23) and fsa. representing the semi-active control 
force is used in place of fa in Equations (2.25) and (2.26) [5, 26]. Therefore, the state 
space equations are modified as: 
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2.5 Comparison of Three Models (nonlinear, linear and conventional) 
2.5.1 Comparison of the conventional and linear models 
Representing the two dominant modes of a quarter-car model, the conventional model is 
composed of two lumped masses connected via a spring and a damper, with one of them 
connected to the ground through the tire stiffness. This model, shown in Figure 1.2, 
considers the vertical motions of the sprung (vehicle body) and the unsprung (wheel) 
masses. It should be noted that all the coefficients are assumed to be linear. The equations 
of motion are given as: 
X f»>s = ~*v (z.s -Z„)- Cp izs -i„) + fa- fd = « A 
X f*. = k* (** - z»)+ CP & ~ z»)+ *' (r" _ z>-) ~ So = m„ z„ (2 •3 4 ) 
where/o and fd represent actuator and disturbance forces, respectively. 
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The state vector is defined in state space as [76]x = [zs,zs,zu,zu]. The state equations are 
expressed in matrix form as: 
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L. _ J 
With the displacement of the sprung mass, zs, as the output and the road disturbance, zr, 
as the input to the system, the following transfer function will be obtained from Equation 
(2.35). 




A(s) = msmlls + (ws + mu)c/75'' + {(/;7V + m„)kx + /wvA,}.v' + k,c s + kxk, 
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In the conventional model, the output variables are the displacement of the sprung mass, 
zs, and unsprung mass, zu, whereas in Equation (2.32) the outputs are the displacement of 
the sprung mass, zs, and angular displacement of the control arm, 6. Therefore, the output 
variable compared between two models is in terms of the displacement of the sprung 
mass, zs. 
In order to show the advantage of the new model, the acceleration response of the new 
model is compared with that of the conventional and nonlinear models in Figure 2.3 with 
values taken from [26] and ADAMS software: 
ms=453 Kg, mu =71 Kg, Ks= 17658 N/m, K, =183887 N/m 
Iu =0.021 Kg.m2, Cp=1950 N.sec/m 
As can be seen, the linearized system shows a good response in the most parts of the 
range of frequencies while the conventional model presents some discrepancies in 
frequency domain response. 
In addition, the displacement transmissibility of the new linearized and conventional 
models are shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 for two different cases. 
The positions of the key points on the MacPherson suspension are considered as below 
for three cases (the origin of the coordinate system at the equilibrium position assumed to 
be at point Bj, denoted as O, and all dimensions are in mm): 
Casel: 
Ai= (206.5, 249, -60.8), C,=(222, 152.6, 236.2), J,= (229.2, 134.5, 374.8), 
P,= (211.1, 292.1, 27.5), Dt=(240, 107.4, 582.5) 
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Case 2: The position of point Dj is changed to (240, 94.3, 682.5). In this case, the length 
of strut given by Ls = J(yc - yD )2 + (zc —zD )2 is larger than that in case 1. 
Case 3: In this case all points are the same as those in case 1 except that C\ corresponds 
to point Pi. 
As presented in Table 2-1, the first resonance frequency is lower than that of the 
conventional model in Cases 1 and 2 and equal to it in Case 3. Hence, the new model 
behaves in almost the same way as the conventional model when point Q is close to 
point P). Since in the MacPherson suspension the strut is inclined with respect to the 
vertical axis, there is a little discrepancy between pole locations of the conventional 
model and those of Case 3. However, the second resonance frequency is higher in Case 1 
and lower in Case 2. 
Table 2-1 Comparison of new linear model and conventional model 
Conventional Model 
Case 1 
LA= 256 (mm) 
Ls= 349 (mm) 
Case 2 
LA= 256 (mm) 
Ls=450 (mm) 
Poles -1.8475 ±5.7855i 
-14.0372 + 50.3982i 
-1.5430±5.2770i 
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Figure 2.3 Frequency responses of the three models 
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Figure 2.5 Frequency responses of the new model (Case 2) and the conventional model 
The results show that the change of the strut length influences the first resonance 
frequency slightly. The results are summarized below: 
1- The new model and the conventional model are identical when Ci=Pi as well as the 
angle between the strut and the vertical axes is zero (a^O). 
2- The resonance frequencies are weakly dependent on the length of the strut in the new 
model. 
3- For the first resonance frequency, the damping ratio and resonance frequency are 
smaller than those of the conventional model in Cases 1 and 2. 
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4- For the second resonance frequency, the damping ratio is smaller than that of the 
conventional model in both cases, while the resonance frequency is larger than that of 
conventional model in Case 1 and smaller in Case 2. 
2.5.2 Comparison of the linear and the nonlinear models 
The vertical acceleration of the sprung mass and the angular displacement of the control 
arm for the linear and nonlinear models for a step input are illustrated in Figure 2.6 and 
Figure 2.7, respectively. For simulation purposes, the step input, zr, is chosen as 100 
{mm) and the sampling time is 0.0001 (s). In Figure 2.6, the maximum acceleration 
response is 15 (m/s2) which is approximately close to the step input magnitude times the 
transmissibility ratio at resonance in Figure 2.4 multiplied by the square of the natural 
frequency in radian per second. It is also shown that the difference in the responses 
between the two models is small and the linear model could be used to analyze the 
dynamic behaviour of the structure and to form a base line model for the controller 
design. In order to solve the nonlinear equations, the fourth order Runge-Kutta method is 
used. Finally, Figure 2.7, represents the angular displacement of the control arm of the 
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Figure 2.6 Vertical acceleration of the sprung mass for a step input (zr=100 mm) 
-Linear Model 
- Nonlinear Model 
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2.5 
Figure 2.7 Angular displacement of the control arm for a step input (zr=100 mm) 
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2.6 Suspension Kinematic Parameters 
Kinematics and geometry of a suspension system are important from the point of view of 
the overall performance of a vehicle especially in the handling and stability analysis. The 
forces generated by the tire are greatly dependent on the position and motion of the tire 
and the motion of the suspension linkage. Based on this fact, different parameters which 
describe the position of the wheel as well as determine the location of the forces acting on 
the tire are defined. Some of these parameters are camber, caster, kingpin and toe angles 
as well as track width and roll centre. It is worth mentioning that the proper kinematic 
parameter performance ensures: greater driving safety, easier steering, longer tire life, 
greater fuel economy and, less strain in suspension components [3]. In the following, the 
definition of the kinematic parameters of the MacPherson suspension and corresponding 
mathematical representations are described. 
2.6.1 Camber angle 
In accordance with the standard DIN 70 000, the angle between the wheel centre plane 
and a vertical line to the road plane is defined as camber angle [32]. It is positive if the 
wheel inclination is outward of the vehicle body while it is negative if it is inward (see 
Figure 2.8). Camber angle alteration results in the reduction of tire life because it 
increases the abrasion between the tire and ground as well as increases the temperature of 
the tire in forward motion. During cornering, camber angle variation generates lateral 
forces acting on the tire which result in deterioration of stability. The camber angle 
alteration in MacPherson suspension behaves unfavourably when the switching occurs 
between compression and expansion of the wheel during cornering. Thus, it is necessary 
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to reduce the camber change during either forward motion or cornering to improve tire 
life, steering and handling. 
POSITIVE NEGATIVE 
CAMBER CAMBER 
Figure 2.8 Camber angle representation 
2.6.2 King-pin and Caster angles 
In accordance with standard DIN 70 000, the king-pin angle is the angle between the 
projection of the steering axis on the yz plane and the vertical line to the road, while 
caster angle is the angle between the projection of the steering axis on the xz plane and 
the vertical line to the road, passing through the wheel centre (see Figure 2.9 and Figure 
2.10). In MacPherson suspension, the steering axis is the line crossing between the 
MacPherson strut mount (point D in Figure 2.10) and the ball pivot of the guiding joint 
(Point/! in Figure 2.10) in the 3D case [3, 32]. 
The variations of caster and kingpin angles are critical because they play an important 
role in the generation of the self-aligning torques which in turn deteriorates the steering 
and stability of the vehicle during cornering. In forward motion, variations of these 
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angles affect the steering and handling of the vehicle. Less changes in caster and kingpin 
angles in forward motion causes better steering and stability as well. 
King-pin 
Angle 
Road Surface Road Surface 
Figure 2.9 Caster angle representation Figure 2.10 King-pin angle representation 
2.6.3 Toe Angle 
According to standard DIN 70 000, toe angle is the angle between wheel and vehicle 
centre planes both in longitudinal direction (see Figure 2.11 ). It is positive when the 
wheel is turned towards the vehicle longitudinal centre plane and negative if it is turned 
away. Lower toe angle alterations result in reduction of tire wear and rolling resistance as 
well as in having a better directional stability. Hence, to avoid increased tire wear and 
rolling resistance or impending directional stability, no toe angle change should occur 




Figure 2.11 Toe angle representation 
2.6.4 Track width 
Track width is the lateral distance between the centres of the front wheels. In the 
MacPherson suspension, track width changes cause the deterioration in the directional 
stability of the vehicle and reduction of the rolling resistance. In addition, there exist a 
direct relation between the track variations and the height of the roll centre of a vehicle. 
Track changes of the MacPherson suspension cause the body roll centre to drop below 
the ground which is undesirable. In addition, the track change reduces the tire life by 
increasing lateral abrasion between tire and road. 
Front view of vehicle 





Figure 2.12 Track width representation 
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2.6.5 Roll Centre 
In accordance with the standard DIN 70 000, the body roll centre is a virtual point in the 
centre of the vehicle (from the front view) located between the road surface and axle 
which is defined for the front and rear axles separately. In fact, the vehicle body starts to 
roll when a lateral force acts, the front and rear axles roll around the front and rear roll 
centres, respectively. The type of the suspension, length and location of the linkage 
determines the height of the roll centre from the ground. It is usually designed near to 
ground for the front axle and slightly high for the rear axle in the case of independent 
suspensions. Smaller variation of the body roll centre results in having a better handling 
performance and stability as well as a superior ride quality. 
Figure 2.13 Roll center calculation for the MacPherson suspension system 
A kinematic representation of the roll centre, R, and its height, /zRo, is shown in Figure 
2.13. Roughly speaking, the height of the roll centre is related to the generalized 
coordinates of the dynamic system for small vehicle roll angles as follows [3]: 
hR„ = ~ 




p = ksm(0 + 0l) + (d + Ad), Ad = AzA (2.38) 
*= — (2.39) 
sin(<9+ #,+/?) 
AD = ^ - y „ ) 2 + ( z , - r D ) 2 , tan(/?) = f ^ - ^ f (2.40) I^-J'DI 
CA *D\ 
Using Eq. (2.37), it is possible to evaluate the roll centre variation during forward vehicle 
motion. It should be noted that, in the above formulation, the variations of the track width 
(bj) and scrub radius (r) are ignored compared to their initial values. The positions of the 
key points used in the above equations can be obtained by the kinematic relations 
explained in the next section. 
2.7 Kinematic Model 
It is feasible to investigate the camber angle and track width alterations using dynamic 
model explained in the section 2.3 [33], however, that model does not show their accurate 
variations. Further, an investigation of the toe angle alteration is not possible using that 
model. In order to evaluate the effect of the controlled damping force variation on wheel 
motions accurately, a three dimensional kinematic model of MacPherson suspension 
system is developed using displacement matrix method. 
A three-dimensional kinematic model of MacPherson suspension system is shown in 
Figure 2.14. Generally, a MacPherson suspension connects the chassis to the wheel 
through three links, namely the control arm, the tie rod, and the strut. While the tie rod 
and the control arm are rigid links, the length of the strut including a damper and a spring 
varies because of the relative motions between two ends. The tie rod connects the 
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steering gear to the front wheel and the function of the control arm is to control the wheel 
motion. It should be noted that effects of the tie rod in the dynamic model were ignored. 
Strut (S/m'ji° «G Dmnpfr) 
Control Ann 
Figure 2.14 Kinematic model of MacPherson suspension system 
The assumptions in developing the kinematic model are; 1) all bodies are rigid; 2) the 
control arm is modelled by a rod 3) the chassis has only the vertical displacement and the 
motion of the body in other directions is zero. A kinematic model of the system is 
illustrated in Figure 2.14. The model includes two DOF, including the vertical 
displacement of the sprung mass, zs, and the rotational motion of the control arm, 6, 
where the road disturbance, zr, is considered as the input of the system. In this model, 
control arm is connected to the chassis through a revolute joint and to the wheel through a 
spherical joint. The tie rod is connected to both the chassis and the wheel via spherical 
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joints. In addition, the strut is considered as a prismatic joint connected to the chassis 
through a spherical joint. It should be noted that the wheel (spindle) is considered as a 
rigid body which has three rotational motions around fixed RPY coordinates and three 
displacements along the coordinate axes. The displacement matrix is formed for the 
spindle as the following 
«13 XA ~ (aUx.\ + a\2y.4, + a\3zAt ) 
«23 yA ~(fl21*4, + « 2 2 ^ , + a2lzAl ) ( 2 4 H 
°33 ZA -(a3lxA, + ^iy.4, + a33zAt ) 
0 1 
where al} is component of an RPY rotation matrix as explained in Eq. (2.2) . The position 
of the key points on the spindle therefore can be found using displacement matrix as 
below 
XM XC xj 
yu yc y} 
ZM ZC zj 
1 1 1 
It should be noted that in abovementioned equations subscripts G) denotes initial position 
of each component. 
In Equation (2.41) , there are 15 unknown parameters which are (XA, yA, ?A), (*/, yj, ZS), 
{*c, yc, zc), (.VM yu, ZM) and (ij),9,y/) while there are just 9 equations. To solve the 
kinematic equations, the holonomic constraint equations are required to be added to the 
system of Equation (2.42). Since a link including the cylindrical and spherical joints 




XU, x(\ XA 
yM, yc, >;/, 
ZM, z(\ z h 
(2.42) 
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establish the strut of the MacPherson suspension, the constraint of this link at points C 
and Jean be described as follows: 
For line CD: 
UZ(XC-XD)-UAZC-ZD) = ° (2-43) 
u:(yc-yD)-uy(zc-zD) = 0 (2.44) 
u]+u2y+ul=\ (2.45) 
For line JD: 
uz (*/ -XD ) - «, (ZJ - ZD ) = ° (2.46) 
uz{yJ-yD)-uy{zJ-zn) = d (2.47) 
In addition, the control arm is a link between a revolute joint and a spherical joint. It 
rotates around a fixed axis and has a constant length. In this model, the control arm is 
considered as a rod. The point B on line GH is chosen so that line AB is vertical to GH. 
Therefore, the constraint equations of this link are: 
{xH - xA)2 + (yH - y A ) 2 + {zB - z A f = {xB< - x ^ )2 + {yH] - yA< ? + (z^ - zA> f (2.48) 
"x0 (XB -xA)+uyo (yB-yA)+",„ (ZB~ZA) = 0 (2.49) 
Moreover, the tie rod is a moving body and the constant length between the two spherical 
joints is expressed as 
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(*M ~XN)2 +(yM -yN? + ( % -zN? =(xMi -xNf +(yMi -yNf+(zMi -zNy (2.50) 
Furtherer, under road disturbances, the positions of the key points on the chassis are 
given by 
xB = 0, yB = o, zB = zs 
xD=xDt> yD=yDt> ZD=ZDI+Zs (2-51) 
XN ~ XNi' yN = yN,' ZN = ZNt + z.s 
Considering Equations (2.42)-(2.51), the number of unknowns increases to 18, (xA, yA, 
ZA), (XJ, yj, zj), (xc, yc, zc), (xM, yM, zM), (ux, uy, uz) and y,3,iy). 
It is worth mentioning that in order to connect the kinematic and dynamic models 
together, the values of the generalized coordinate zs obtained from Equation (2.32), is 
considered as the input of the kinematic model in addition to road disturbances. 
Additionally, the vertical displacement of the point A which belongs to both the wheel 
and the control arm is considered as: 
zA ~z4i +zr ~ LAs\n{6 + 9\) + zs (2.52) 
By considering the above equations, the number of unknown parameters reduces to 17. 
Thus, the following system of equations can be established: 
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1: xM = a, ,xM | + auyMi + anzMf + a14 
2 : xc = a, ,xc. + o1 27C | + auzCi + a14 
3 :
 xj = a, ,*;, + anyjt + a]3zJf + au 
4 : yM = a2 1xM | + a22yM] + a23zMt + a24 
5 : y c = a2}xCi + a22yC] + a23zCi + a24 
6
'yj = a 2 1 * / , + fl22 X/, + «23ZJ, + «24 
7 : z M = a31*M| + a 3 2 y W | + a33zM< + a34 
8: z ( : = a3lxCi + a32yCi + a33zCf + a34 
• 9 : Zj = a3 ^  + a32 y ^ + a33zJf + a34 
10: (xM - xw )2 + (yM - y N )2 + ( z w - zw ) 2 = (x W | - xNi f + (yMi - yN) f + (zMi - zN< ) 2 
11: u,(xc -xD)-ux{zc -zD) = 0 
12 : "z O v - yo) - ">• ( z c - ZD ) = ° 
13 : !/,(*, -x 0 ) - M j r ( z 7 - z D ) = 0 
]4
'"Ayj-yD)-uy(zj-zD) = ° 
15 : u\ + n2v +IL, = 1 
1 6 : ( - ^ ~XB)2 +(y.4 -yB)2 +(ZA ~ZB)2 = ( ^ , - % , ) 2 +CX4, - ^ s , ) 2 +(ZA, ~ZB,)2 n 53) 
17: uXu(xA -xB) + uyo(yA -yB) + UZQ(ZA-ZB) = 0 
The above nonlinear equations set is solved numerically using Newton-Raphson method 
[34] and all unknown parameters are determined. Now, the displacement matrix of the 
spindle is known. Using this matrix, the motion of the wheel can be evaluated. 
Since (<j>,9,y) angles rotate about principal axes [Reference axis (X,Y,Z)], according to 
definition of camber and toe angles, y/ demonstrates the trend of toe angle alteration and 
<j> indicates the trend of camber angle alteration. Moreover, track alteration is equal to: 
Track alteration =yA-yA (2.54) 
The mathematical representations of the caster and king-pin angles are as following: 
King-pin angle = tan"1 (Z«zZdl (2.55) 
ZD~ZA) 
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Caster angle = tan'1 (*° XA) (2.56) 
ZD~ZA) 
2.8 Model Verification 
A virtual prototype of the MacPherson suspension system based on the key point 
positions and dynamic properties is developed in ADAMS/Chassis software package as 
shown in Figure 2.15. ADAMS is commercial multi-body dynamic analysis software that 
provides a virtual atmosphere, similar to that of the actual system. In Figure 2.15, the 
connections between the strut and car body and also between the control arm and car 
body are through bushings. The road input is given at the right side wheel. 
In order to investigate variations of the wheel motions, it is assumed that the chassis 
(sprung mass) is fixed. The input is considered as 80 sin(7tt/5) (mm) for both the 
kinematic and ADAMS models. Figure 2.16, Figure 2.17, and Figure 2.18 represent the 
camber angle, toe angle and track width alterations, respectively, for the kinematic model 
as well as those of the model developed in ADAMS. As shown, all parameters for both 
models are in good agreement. There is a slight discrepancy between the models due to 
the initial assumptions. In fact, in ADAMS model the road displacement acts on the 
centre of the wheel (point P) while in the kinematic model developed in this work the 
road displacement is inserted at point A. In brief, the results from the kinematic model 
reasonably agree with those from the simulations in ADAMS. Thus, the kinematic model 
represents the wheel motions of the MacPherson suspension with reasonable accuracy. It 
should be noted that although modeling of a special type of suspension is studied in this 
research, the approach is applicable to other kinds of suspension systems such as double 





Figure 2.15 A virtual prototype of the MaePherson suspension system in ADAMS 
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Figure 2.18 Track width alteration of kinematic model and that of ADAMS 
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2.9 Summary 
A new nonlinear model of the MacPherson suspension is proposed and equations of 
motion are derived. This model provides one more degree of freedom than the 
conventional model where the bushing and mass of strut are taken into account. From the 
simulation results, it has been concluded that the frequency responses of conventional 
and linearized new model are similar for a specific case in which the angle between the 
strut and the vertical line to the road is zero and also the strut and tire are connected 
together at the centre of the wheel. The new model is more accurate than conventional 
model where the structure of suspension and wheel rotation resulting from kinematics of 
the system is considered. 
In addition, a three-dimensional kinematic model of the suspension is developed to 
evaluate the performance of the MacPherson suspension kinematic parameters in 
conjunction with the dynamic response of the system. It is shown that the kinematic 
model represents the kinematic performance of the system with a reasonable accuracy by 
comparing its results with the results obtained from a virtual prototype of the 
MacPherson suspension system developed in ADAMS software.. 
The next chapter will deal with the semi-active control systems for application in 
MacPherson suspension systems. 
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CHAPTER 3 
EVALUATION OF SEMI-ACTIVE CONTROLS IN 
MACPHERSON SUSPENSION SYSTEMS 
The previous chapter dealt with the dynamic and kinematic modeling of the MacPherson 
suspension systems. In this chapter, the importance of three different hybrid semi-active 
control strategies on the ride quality, road holding ability, and performance of kinematic 
parameters of the MacPherson suspension are investigated analytically. The three control 
methods compared in this chapter are of hybrid skyhook-groundhook, modified skyhook, 
and passive-skyhook types. The comparison includes an evaluation of different aspects of 
suspension dynamics, vehicle body response and suspension kinematic performance. The 
results indicate that the passive-skyhook policy improves the MacPherson suspension 
performance significantly compared to the two other controllers. In addition, the results 
show that, unlike the previous findings, neither the ideal skyhook nor pure ground-hook 
controllers are perfectly appropriate for MacPherson suspension system due to structural 
kinematics. Finally, the frequency response of a modified hybrid control policy 
developed by the new generalized coordinates of the system is studied and discussed. 
3.1 Introduction 
The skyhook control methodology, proposed by Karnopp [35] in the early 1970's, is 
widely used to improve the ride quality due to its simplicity and high efficiency. The 
name "skyhook" comes from the assumption that the damper is hooked between the mass 
body and an imaginary inertia reference point in the sky (Figure 3.1). In fact, the 
mathematical description of this controller comes from the optimal solution to the cost 
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function of the quarter-car model with one degree of freedom when the cost function 
contains the sprung mass acceleration and weighted control force [4]. 
Skyhook control policy significantly decreases the resonant peak of the sprung mass, 
resulting in improvement of the ride quality, at the expense of increasing peak resonance 
of the unsprung mass which causes a deterioration of the handling performance. In order 
to improve the efficiency of the skyhook controller, different modifications of that 
control policy have been suggested by the researchers for semi-active suspension 
applications. For instance, to suppress the vibration of the unsprung mass, a fictitious 
damper is inserted between the sprung mass and the ground, called groundhook controller 





K, §: • 
M„ 
Figure 3.1 Skyhook damper configuration Figure 3.2 Groundhook damper configuration 
Ahmadian et al proposed a hybrid semi-active control strategy combining skyhook and 
groundhook controllers and analyzed the frequency domain and time domain responses 
for different values of controller's gain, experimentally and analytically [37, 38] and [39]. 
Also, they proposed a solution to the discontinuity of the damping force occurring in the 
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skyhook controller [40]. Batterbee and Sims [41] considered the advantages of the 
passive damping force and skyhook controller, and based on that developed a modified 
skyhook controller as a set-point force for a feedback linearization force tracking control 
of a MR damper. Yi and Song [42] proposed a modification of the skyhook controller in 
which the passive, skyhook, and groundhook damper forces were included for the 
computation of the desired force, and designed an adaptive controller for different road 
frequency disturbances. Sohn et al [43] implemented a modified skyhook controller on 
the MacPherson suspension by mixing the passive and skyhook damper forces. The 
performances of four different balance (hybrid) semi-active damping control strategies on 
a single degree-of-freedom body for vibration isolation have been compared and 
discussed by Liu et al [44]. Shen et al [45] have investigated the effects of the three 
different semi-active control methods on the acceleration and relative displacement 
transmissibility of the suspension system analytically and experimentally. For the 
comfort enhancement, Savaresi and Spelta combined the benefits of the skyhook and a 
new control approach called acceleration driven damping which was based on the optimal 
control solution [46]. The theoretical concepts of semi-active vibration-control design, 
control techniques and their implementation on related applications were reviewed by 
Jalili [47]. Furthermore, the performance of the skyhook controller is considered as a 
reference for the evaluation of the advantages of other advanced control strategies which 
were designed for ride and handling enhancement in references [48, 49]. 
From the above survey of the literature, although various combinations of the skyhook 
and groundhook controllers are used to handle the conflicting requirements of road 
holding and ride quality, the concerns regarding the contribution of those controllers to 
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the suspension kinematic performances and subsequently steering and stability are 
ignored. Meanwhile the kinematic effects on the dynamic response are not taken into 
account. 
3.2 Description of the Hybrid Control Strategies 
The purpose of the semi-active control suspension system is to regenerate an ideal 
damping force by a semi-active damper, located between the wheel and chassis. 
The function of the skyhook damper, hooked between the stationary sky and the sprung 
mass, is to develop an ideal damping force in order to suppress the vibration of the 
sprung mass. This damping force can be written as 
La=CskyZS (3-1) 
where i, is the velocity of the sprung mass and csfy is the damping coefficient of the 
skyhook damper. Note that since the function of a damper is to dissipate the energy of the 
system, the product of the semi-active force and relative velocity of the sprung and 
unsprung masses, i, - zp , must satisfy the passivity constraint [44] 
fjzs-zp)>0 (3.2) 
Thus, a skyhook damper force acts as an ideal force when zv and z5 - ip have the same 
sign. Otherwise, the force generated by the damper is opposite to that of the desired force, 




It is known that this controller can greatly improve the frequency response of the sprung 
mass, while deteriorating that of the unsprung mass. Based on the skyhook controller 
methodology, an alternative control policy named groundhook control was developed to 
improve the handling performance. In the groundhook controller, a fictional damper was 
inserted between the unsprung mass and the ground in order to control the unsprung mass 
vibration. The groundhook control strategy is defined [38] as 
™ [0 -zp(zs-zp)<0 
where cgroiinci is the damping coefficient of the groundhook damper. The logic of the 
groundhook controller is the same as that of the skyhook controller except that the control 
effort is on the unsprung mass. The direction of the semi-active damper force on the 
unsprung mass body is in the opposite direction of that acting on the sprung mass, and 
therefore the negative sign appears in the inequality in Equation (3.4). In contrast to the 
skyhook controller, this controller improves the wheel oscillation whilst reducing the 
comfort. In order to maximize the advantages of the skyhook and groundhook controllers, 
different hybrid control policies combining the two controllers have been proposed. 
However, these two controllers and their modifications were developed based on the 
simple quarter-car model. Moreover, their effects on kinematic suspension performance 
have not been taken into account. The focus of this study is to scrutinize the performance 
of three different recent hybrid control policies and their effects on the ride quality, road 
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holding ability and especially on the performance of the MacPherson suspension 
kinematic parameters. 
It should be noted that in this work the velocity of the unsprung mass corresponds to the 
velocity of point P where it is the centre of the wheel as shown in Figure 2.2. In addition, 
since most of the contribution of the velocity of point P comes from it's the vertical 
velocity component, it is assumed that the velocity of the unsprung mass is equal to ip. 
3.2.1 Hybrid skyhook-groundhook controller 
The first hybrid control algorithm, so-called SA1, is the controller proposed by [37-40]. 
In this controller, a linear combination of the skyhook and groundhook controllers is 
employed. Mathematical expression for that controller is 
* , ( r , - i , )>0 
r , ( f , - i / , )<0 
-zp(zx-zp)>0 
-*„(*,-*„)<» 
aSKY = i.v 
aSKY = 0 
a
r.HD = f p 
°GKD = ° 
L0=G[{\-p)aSKy-paGND-] (3.5) 
where the variables OSKY and OGND are the skyhook and groundhook components of the 
damping force. The relative ratio between the skyhook and groundhook controllers is /?, 
which varies between 0-1, and G is a constant gain. Reducing /? near to zero causes the 
controller to become a pure skyhook controller. In contrast, increasing /$ yields a 
groundhook controller. 
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3.2.2 Modified skyhook controller 
The second controller, SA2, which is used by Sammier et al [49] considers a skyhook 
controller for isolation of the chassis from road disturbances and tunes the groundhook 
controller to improve the handling performance. The mathematical description of this 
controller is as shown 
fsa = C^Z, - pCsky2p = G [ i , - pZp ] (3.6) 
However, this control law needs to satisfy the passivity constraint. Thus, this controller is 
modified as 
, ( i , - z„ )>0 
, ( r , - z p ) < 0 
- i , ( z , - i „ )>0 
• M ^ - ^ ) < o 
&SKY = f * 
aSKY =0 
<JGND = Z 
°GN» = ° 
fsa=G[aSKY-paGm] (3.7) 
The advantage of this control law, in comparison to that of SAL is that the tuning of the 
control gain, /?, only requires acting on one parameter, GGND-
3.2.3 Passive-skyhook controller 
The third hybrid controller suggested by Yi and Song [42] is called SA3 which includes 
the advantages of the skyhook, groundhook and passive dampers. But, this control policy 
increases the degree of freedom of the control law to three. For simplicity, the advantages 
of the skyhook controller and conventional damper force together are considered in the 
following. The mathematical control description is 
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= 0* fsa = csky°SKY + Pc,ky^L = G\<TSKY + j3Al\ (3.8) 
where /? is the ratio of the conventional and skyhook damping coefficients and AL is the 
relative velocity between the sprung and unsprung masses. Since the conventional 
damping force always satisfies the passivity constraint, the switching only occurs to the 
sprung mass velocity. 
3.2.4 Numerical problems 
Two main numerical problems related to the semi-active control strategies for simulation 
of response of a semi-active system are chatter and jerk. Chatters start whenever a rapid 
switching occurs between the on and off states of the system. Referring to [44], it is noted 
that the changes of the sign of the sprung mass,zs, are important for inducing the chatter 
in the on-off skyhook control systems due to the large damping forces. Two other reasons 
for chattering [44] are related to the sign and amplitude, respectively, of the damping 
force. Either having a different sign between the damper and spring forces or having 
larger amplitude of the damper force than that of the instantaneous spring force makes the 
system prone to chatter. In order to eliminate the chatter a different logic has been 
proposed. More detailed information on this problem can be found in [44] and references 
therein. Jerk refers to the sharp jump in sprung mass acceleration due to the discontinuity 
of the damping force which causes the reduction of isolation advantages of the skyhook 
controller. In [40], two different continuous functions for damping coefficient are 
proposed to avoid any jerk. 
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Moreover, it is worth mentioning that although the aforementioned hybrid controllers 
employ a linear combination of two linear control policies, they are inherently nonlinear 
due to switching between on and off states. The transient dynamic response of the 
MacPherson suspension system subject to those control strategies are compared in the 
following section. 
3.3 Comparison of the Control Strategies 
From the point of view of the ride and handling of a vehicle, the main vibration source is 
the road irregularities, transmitted to the vehicle body through the wheel and suspension 
system. In the following, the performance of the MacPherson suspension system is 
evaluated under both shock and vibration environments. 
In order to compare the control strategies with that of the passive case, the following 
values have been taken from [26] and from ADAMS software default: 
m s =453(Kg) 
mu=71(Kg) 
Ks =17658 (N/m) 
K, =183887 (N/m) 
J u =0.021 (Kg.m2) 
Cp =1950 (N.sec/m) 
The positions for the key points on the MacPherson suspension are considered as below 
(the origin of the coordinate system at equilibrium position is assumed to be at point B 
and all dimensions are in mm): 
Ax = f206.5, 249, -60.8) P, = (211.1, 292.1: 27.5) 
C, =r222, 152.6, 236.2) D, = (240, 107.4, 582.5) 
J] = f 229.2, 134.5,374.8) 
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A measure of the road-holding ability of a vehicle, frequently used in the literature, is the 
contact force variation between the tire and ground which depends on the tire deflection 
(Zp-zr). Accordingly, a vehicle has good stability if a strong contact force exists between 
the road and tire. However, in the case of MacPherson suspension system, the control of 
wheel motion is the function of the control arm, and thus, a low rotation of control arm 
results in a low wheel motion and consequently a better road holding. Therefore, in this 
study, the variation of the control arm, 6, is chosen to quantify the road holding instead of 
the tire deflection. 
In the following, Root Mean Square (RMS) and Peak to Peak (PTP) values of the 
acceleration response and control arm rotation are investigated to quantify the ride quality 
and road holding ability, respectively. Those of the camber angle and track width 
alterations are evaluated as well using the dynamic model described in Section 2.3. For 
brevity, the results related to variations of the caster and kingpin angles are ignored. 
3.3.1 Bump response 
In the case of bump response study, the control gain, G, is taken as 4000 N.s/m and the 
variable, /?, is chosen as 0.5 for all of the controllers. These two values are usually 
recommended by researchers so that the best trade-off between ride quality and handling 
performance is achieved [37, 49]. The corresponding ground displacement is given by 





where A and L are the height and the length of the bump. A= 0.08 m, L= 5 m and the 
vehicle forward velocity of V= 45 Km/h are considered in the following analysis. 
The related system acceleration response and control arm rotation subject to each 
controller along with those of the passive system are shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4. 
As can be seen, all controllers show large overshoot of the acceleration response and 
reduce the oscillation of the control arm. The effects of these control laws on the camber 
angle and track width alterations are shown in Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6. Referring to 
these figures, one can see that all the controllers significantly improve camber angle and 
track width alterations where SA3 has the most effect compared to the others by 
diminishing camber angle and acceleration vibration as well as by reducing overshot of 
the responses. 




Figure 3.4 Control arm variation for bump disturbance 
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Figure 3.6 Track alteration for bump disturbance 
In addition, peak to peak values and RMS of the acceleration response, control arm 
rotation, camber angle and track width variations are compared for different values of G 
and /?. Peak to Peak (PTP) value shows the maximum variation of the response and is 
given by [39]: 
PTP = max(x(t)) - min(x(t)) (3.10) 
where x(t) is either any kinematic suspension parameter or the acceleration of the sprung 
mass. 
Figure 3.7 to Figure 3.10 illustrate PTP values of the acceleration response, the control 
arm rotation, camber angle and track width alterations for different values of /? and 
constant value of G equal to 4000 N.s/m. According to Figure 3.7, increasing fi results in 
deterioration of PTP value of acceleration response, however, Figure 3.8 indicates that 
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increasing (5 reduces PTP value of the control arm rotation response for S A2 and S A3 and 
increases for that of SA1. In terms of the acceleration response, the performances of SA1 
and SA3 are close to each other compared to that of SA2 while the performance of SA2 
and SA3 are similar in terms of road holding ability. The interesting results come from 
Figure 3.9 and Figure 3.10 where the PTP values of the camber angle and track width 
alterations are shown. From these figures, one can realize that increasing /? reduces the 
PTP values of camber angle in SA2 and SA3 from 3.37 to 3.18 and 3.34 to 2.59 degree, 
respectively, while it increases in SA1 significantly from 3.38 to 5.68 degree. However, 
increasing ft results in reduction of PTP track width variation in SA3 from 24.1 to 19.1 
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Figure 3.11 PTP acceleration response for different values of G 
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Figure 3.14 PTP Track width alteration for different values of G 
In addition, the PTP values of the parameters are plotted in Figure 3.11 to Figure 3.14 for 
different controller gains and constant /?= 0.5. In all the strategies, increasing G causes 
deterioration of the PTP value of the acceleration response, resulting in worse ride 
quality, and reduction of that of the control arm oscillation, indicating better road holding 
of the wheel. In addition, it results in reduction of PTP values of camber angle and track 
width variations for all controllers, resulting in better handling performance. It is seen 
from Figure 3.7 to Figure 3.14 that SA3 has the best performance for different values of/? 
and G in terms of PTP values of ride quality, road holding ability, and handling 
performance. The RMS values of the performance parameters are calculated and 
summarized in Table 3-1 to Table 3-4 for different values of/?. Referring to those Tables, 
one can see that by increasing ft, RMS of acceleration response, control arm rotation, 
camber angle variation, and track width alteration will be increased in case of SAI, while 
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acceleration and track width will be increased and control arm rotation and camber angle 
variation will be almost constant in SA2. However, in SA3, increasing /? improves road 
holding and handling performances whereas ride quality is deteriorated. In other words, 
these tables show that for each specific values of /? the SA3 has less RMS values 
compared to the other control strategies. 
The abovementioned results indicate that increasing /? in SA1, meaning that the controller 
goes towards a pure groundhook strategy deteriorates the performance parameters of the 
system. As an important result of this study, the pure groundhook strategy is not 
applicable on the MacPherson suspension system. In fact, the chassis and wheel are 
connected to each other through the strut, including spring and damper, as well as 
through the control arm. It should be noted that the control arm is a rigid link and its 
function is to control the wheel motions. Thus, the motion of the chassis affects the wheel 
motion via the control arm other than the spring and damper. This fact is ignored in the 
simple quarter-car model and since developing the groundhook strategy was based on the 
simple model, its performance is not applicable in the MacPherson suspension system. 





















































































3.3.2 Random road disturbance 
A road disturbance of zr(t)=25.4sin(27rt)+d(t) mm, where d(t)=5sin(10.57rt)+sin(21.5jit) 
mm represents the high frequency disturbances, is applied to the system [12]. The root 
mean square values of the performance parameters subjected to this disturbance, with /?= 
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0.5 and G= 4000 Nm/s is summarized in Table 3-5. It is seen from the table that all 
hybrid control strategies reduce the control arm rotation, camber angle variation and track 
width alteration in comparison to those of the passive one. However, the RMS 
acceleration decreases in SA3 and consequently; the ride quality of the vehicle is 
improved by this controller while the other two control strategies slightly increase it 
compared to the passive case. It should be noted that although the RMS values of the 
acceleration response are close to that of the passive case, the RMS values of the other 
performance parameters are reduced. Among the above mentioned control policies, 
which are applied to the MacPherson suspension, the SA3 shows a significant 
improvement of the suspension performance especially on the reduction of the camber 
angle and track width variations compared to the other two hybrid control policies. 
Table 3-5 RMS of the responses for different hybrid control strategies 























3.4 Frequency Response Analysis of the Passive-skyhook Controller 
It is important to note that the previous studies employed the vertical displacement of the 
sprung mass, zs, and the vertical displacement of the unsprung mass, zp, as the 
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generalized coordinates of the system while in the present study the generalized 
coordinates are the vertical displacement of the sprung mass, zs, and the rotational motion 
of the control arm, 6. Using the new generalized coordinates, a modified hybrid control 
strategy is developed according to SA3 in the following. 
The simulations show that the discrepancy between the vertical velocity components of 
point P and A is small. Thus, as an approximation, it is assumed thatip «. zA. Hence, using 
Equation (2.12), one obtains 
ip*LAQcos(b + Q\) + is (3.11) 
For small variation of 9, the above equation is reduced to 
ip~LAcos(Q\)Q + is (3.12) 
Based on the above equation, one has 
i , - zP « -LA cos(Qi )Q (3.13) 
Therefore, for the purpose of the frequency analysis of the system, the hybrid control 
policy SA3 is modified as below based on the generalized coordinates 
- i , cos(Qx )B > 0 aSKY = zs 
-zs cos(8} )Q<0 aSK] = 0 
Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 show the transmissibility of the vertical motion of the sprung 
mass and the rotational motion of the control arm subject to road disturbance for different 
values of/? and a constant value of control gain of 4000 Ns/m. 
fsa=G[aSKr-VLAcos(Q1)Q] (3.14) 
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As concluded in the earlier studies [38, 41, 44], the skyhook controller improves the 
motion of the sprung mass in the whole frequency range, however, as shown in Figure 
3.15, for MacPherson suspension system, the vibration of the sprung mass is not 
attenuated at the second resonant frequency subject to pure skyhook controller (J3 =0). 
This stems from the fact that the structural effects on the frequency performance of a 
typical suspension such as MacPherson suspension have been ignored in the conventional 
model. In the MacPherson suspension, the sprung and unsprung masses are connected to 
each other by the control arm. In other words, there is an extra connection between the 
two lumped masses other than through the damper and spring that changes the frequency 
performance of the system. In addition, a pure skyhook controller improves the peak 
resonant response of the rotational motion of the control arm at the expense of greatly 
increasing the transmissibility at the second resonant frequency (see Figure 3.16). From 
Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16, one can realize that the values of /? around 0.5 would be a 
good candidate for improving both the transmissibility of the sprung mass and the 
rotational motion of the control arm throughout the frequency range. Increasing/? above 
0.5 results in the control arm rotation transmissibility improvement at the expense of the 
isolation reduction of the sprung mass in the moderate frequency range. In contrast, 
decreasing the value of ft below 0.5 improves sprung mass transmissibility with a 
corresponding increase in the amplitude at the second resonant peak of the rotational 
motion. 
As mentioned before, due to the switching between the on and off states, all semi-active 
control strategies and consequently, the acceleration response are strongly nonlinear. 
Thus, the conventional frequency response analysis is not applicable to the acceleration 
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frequency response analysis of this type of system. In this study, an approximation of the 
frequency response for nonlinear semi-active control systems named variance gain [46] 
is adopted. Based on this method, a finite set of pure harmonic excitations as 
zri=Asin(oiit) is exerted to the system and the squared root of the related response would 
be recorded. Using the variance gain method, the acceleration frequency response of the 
semi-active MacPherson suspension system due to road disturbance for different values 
of /? and specific value of G equal to 4000 Ns/m is plotted in Figure 3.17. It should be 
noted that 201og of the acceleration response is plotted in the vertical axis in order to have 
a more comprehensible plot. As shown, by increasing /?, the vibration isolation is 
reduced. The best vibration isolation occurs at/?=0.25 at the cost of increasing the peak at 
the second resonant frequency. However, all values of /? improve the ride quality 
compared to the passive case in the low frequency range between 0-2 Hz. As can be seen, 
at P = 0.5 there is a good acceleration transmissibility in the low frequency range and a 
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Figure 3.16 Frequency response of the control arm rotation for different values of/? 
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Figure 3.17 Frequency response of the sprung mass for different values of/? 
3.5 Summary 
The influences of three different hybrid control strategies on the different aspects of 
performances of MacPherson suspension system such as ride quality, road holding, and 
suspension kinematic parameters are investigated. It is shown that the form of 
combination of the basic semi-active control strategies is really important in improving 
the overall performance of the vehicle. It is concluded that the combination of the 
skyhook controller and the passive damping force can significantly improve the 
kinematic parameter performance of the MacPherson suspension in addition to ride 
quality and road holding ability. The results indicate that a pure groundhook controller is 
not an applicable controller for MacPherson suspension since it makes the system 
unstable. Moreover, the frequency analysis of the system shows that, unlike previous 
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findings, the skyhook controller amplifies the resonant response at the second natural 
frequency of the system. 
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CHAPTER 4 
SUSPENSION CONTROLLER FORMULATION 
In this chapter, the Hw robust control theory is employed to generate a desired semi-active 
control force to boost the ride quality, road holding ability, and handling performance of 
MacPherson suspension system. After briefly introducing the concept of Hoo robust 
control theory and Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) optimization, a full state feedback 
control is formulated to fulfill the specifications. Full state feedback control needs the 
measurements of all the states of the system which results in increasing design cost and 
even causing implementation difficulties. Thus, the Static Output Feedback (SOF) FLo 
robust control theory is employed to generate the desired force command. Since the SOF 
leads the optimization procedure to the Bilinear Matrix Inequalities (BMI), Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) is used to solve the nonlinear optimization of the SOF. It is shown that 
the SOF has a performance close to that of full state feedback with lower cost design and 
more reliable implementation design. 
4.1 Introduction 
The robust control has gained much attention recently for vehicle suspension control, due 
to its ability of dealing with frequency specifications and model uncertainties. The main 
attempt in robust control is on minimization of the energy exerted from the road to the 
vehicle. The major approaches have been defined based on either L2 (H2) or Lm (Hoc) 
norms optimization of the transfer function between road disturbances to suspension 
responses. While in the former method the transfer function is minimized in the whole 
frequency range, in the latter it is optimized in the worst case of disturbance. A common 
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way used in formulating H2 and Hoc robust control is Linear Fractional Transformation 
(LFT) as shown in Figure 4.1. 
— » • p 
K • * — 
y 
Figure 4.1 Linear fractional transformation configuration 




In Equation (4.1), w and v stand for plant and control input vectors, e is the controlled 
output vector and y shows the measurement vector. The purpose is to design a controller 
K so that the system is kept stable and either H2 or FLX, norm of the transfer function Tew(s) 
between the input w to the controlled output e is minimized. Accordingly, 
for H2 control IIWMI: (4.2) 
for FU control maxo(Tm)<y (4.3) 
where y is a finite scalar and a(Te,v) is the maximal singular value of Tew. Typically, some 
weight functions are assumed on the controlled output, reference input and actuator force 
to show the performance specifications and normalize the signals with different units in 
an optimal setting. Generally speaking, these optimization problems are solved by using 
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Riccati equations, however; the Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) is another formulation 
considered by researchers for solving robust control problem. 
Sammier et al [49], specified proper weighting functions in terms of industrial 
specifications and designed a H» control for semi-active suspension systems to improve 
ride quality and investigated the controller performance by applying it on a nonlinear 
model of a suspension system. Du et al [50] developed an inverse model of MR damper 
using experimental data and designed a Hro controller using two feedback signals 
including suspension deflection and sprung mass velocity. Hayakawa et al [51, 52] 
designed an active H* control based on the full car model and utilized the output 
feedback instead of the state feedback in order to reduce the number of measurement 
devices. That controller was then applied to a real passenger car to show its superior 
performance. The novelty of their architecture arose from the decoupling of the roll and 
pitch motions of the full car model resulting in reducing the complexity of the control 
design while the model uncertainties were considered in the input channel. Zribi and 
Karkoub [53] proposed two robust schemes including robust inverse dynamics control 
and robust sliding mode control schemes. While the former scheme needs the exact 
knowledge of the system parameters, the latter does not. In order to overcome the 
shortcoming of the former controller, additional variables are considered in the parameter 
matrix. It was concluded that the modified inverse dynamics and sliding mode controllers 
were robust in the presence of the parameter uncertainties. In addition, it was shown that 
the latter had a better performance compared to the former one at the expense of some 
small chattering in the response of the system. 
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The (i analysis is a powerful tool to investigate the stability of the system in the presence 
of model uncertainties and u synthesis is a robust control design counterpart of u theory. 
Using a full car model, Gaspar et al [54] considered both structural and dynamical 
uncertainties and developed a robust controller by means of mixed u synthesis for active 
suspension systems. In a similar way, Dai et al considered the active quarter-car model 
and developed a robust controller using H«, and p. synthesis [55]. Kashani and Kiriczi [56] 
analyzed the robust stability of LQG controlled active suspension systems in the presence 
of parameter variations by converting it in H2 framework and using maximum singular 
value and structured singular value synthesis. It was shown that the structured value was 
a more reliable criterion than the maximum one for stability robustness test of LQG 
controlled active suspension systems. In addition, they investigated the effects of 
uncertainties, resulting from unmodeled high frequency dynamics of the plant, on the 
stability of the closed loop system and concluded that the effect of the structured 
uncertainties was more important than that of unstructured ones. 
Extending further, some researchers defined different constraints arising from the 
performance limitation of the system and actuator, such as suspension stroke limitation, 
road holding ability and actuator saturation, and then tried to design an appropriate robust 
control to improve ride quality in accordance with fulfilment of those constraints. For 
instance, Chen and Guo [57, 58] designed a Kb active suspension controller using LMI 
approach in the case where the constraints were captured utilizing the concept of 
reachable sets and a state-space ellipsoid defined by a quadratic storage function. In order 
to modify the performance of the proposed active controller in the case of large 
unforeseen disturbances, they solved H^ problem based on moving horizon strategy, 
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making possible the on-line optimization procedure [59]. Even though Fialho and Balas 
[60] considered a linear time invariant model of an active vehicle and designed a typical 
Ho> controller for performance enhancement, they assumed that the weighting functions 
considered for the constraints were varying based on the suspension deflection. With this 
assumption, they employed the linear parameter varying technique and designed a 
controller to fulfil the specifications in the wide range of frequencies. Son et al [62] 
considered H*, approach in LMI framework for ride control of semi-active suspension 
system, however, the handling performance and stability requirements were neglected in 
their design. Lucente and Rossi [63] proposed two multi-objective controllers including 
Ho, optimization and backstepping approach for semi-active suspension systems. In that 
design, the friction and dynamics of damper were taken into account along with 
constraint limitations. It was shown that the HL algorithm has a superior performance 
compared to backstepping nonlinear approach and passive system in the justification of 
vehicle performance. A H00/GH2 static output feedback approach was presented by Du 
and Zhang in [64]. In that approach, the HL norm of ride performance transfer function 
was minimized while the generalized H2 norm of performance constraints were restricted 
to be less than their hard limits to keep them in allowable region. Since the solution to 
that optimization was bilinear and difficult to obtain, they employed genetic algorithm to 
search for the possible control gain matrices. 
Loop shaping is a design technique that offers a trade-off between system robustness and 
good performance. Choi et al [65] used Loop Shaping method to design a H« control for 
a full vehicle model system. 
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4.2 Robust Control Theory 
Robust control deals with the control of those dynamic systems with uncertain parameters 
and subjected to unknown disturbance inputs. The purpose is to find a fixed controller to 
achieve an acceptable system performance in the presence of uncertainties and 
disturbances. This controller has gained great attention among the researchers because of 
its ability in dealing with disturbance attenuation and frequency domain specifications. 
Different methodologies and syntheses such as loop shaping and LQG are available, 
however, in terms of the disturbance rejection, H*, robust control is a better candidate. 
The main problem in Hco robust is the design of a stabilizing controller that minimizes or 
at least imposes an upper bound on the Hoo norm of the closed loop transfer function from 
objective vector to disturbance inputs [66]. 
Optimal Ho, Control: find all acceptable controllers K(s) so that \lj\ is minimized. 
where ||TOT||w shows Hoo norm of the transfer function between the objective vector and the 
disturbance inputs. By definition, Hw indicates the space of all complex valued functions 
that are analytic and bounded in the open right half of the complex plane and are bounded 
on the imaginary axis/7? . 
It should be noted that finding the minimized value of the HU norm of a function is 
complicated both numerically and theoretically. However, in practice, it is not necessary 
to obtain an accurate optimal controller and thus it is usually much more realistic to find 
controllers that are very close to the optimal, which will be called suboptimal controllers. 
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Suboptimal Hoo Control: Given y>0, find all acceptable controllers K(s), if there are 
any, such that flT^ <y 
The Ha, norm can be defined as the maximum gain of the closed-loop system frequency 
response to the sinusoidal inputs in the frequency domain [67] 
I^O'^L = supa|r„ao>)| < Y (4.4) 
In time domain, it is equivalent to the upper bound on the energy (L2) gain from 
disturbances (w) to the objective vector (z), for weL2 
Alternatively, the Hro norm can be represented as 
j\\z(t)f dt <y2 JJw(0f dt, x(0) = 0, \/weL2[o,T), VT>0 
0 0 
Usually the abovementioned suboptimal problem can be solved by the Riccati equations, 
however, Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) is an alternative method which is widely used 
by researchers. 
4.3 Linear Matrix Inequality 
A linear matrix inequality is of the type 
F(x) > 0 
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where F is a polynomial function mapping a finite dimensional vector space % to the set 
K :={M|3n>0 such that M = MT eR" ,n], of real symmetric matrices. The LMI is a convex 
constraint on x that means the set |x| F(x) > o| is convex. 
Definition: Set C is convex if 
x,,x2 e C=> x :=ax, + ( l - a )x 2 e C for all a e[0,l] 
Definition: The convex hull co(O) of a set fi is the intersection of all convex sets 
containing Q. 
Unlike the special form of LMI, the wide variety of convex constraints on x can be 
represented by LMI. For example, linear inequalities, quadratic inequalities, matrix norm 
inequalities and constraints which are important in control theory such as Lyapunov and 
convex quadratic matrix inequalities can all be rearranged in the form of an LMI [69]. 
A powerful tool to cast most of mathematical problems in the form of LMI is Schur 
complement lemma. 
Lemma(Schur complement): A given LMI 
~Q(x) Six)] 
s(Xy R(X)\ 
where Q(x) and R(x) are symmetric matrices, and S(x) depends polynomially on x, is 
equivalent to 
/?(*)> 0 Q(x)-S(x)R(x)-'S(x)r>0 
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provided 7?(x)"'exists. 
4.4 Linear Parameter Variable (LPV) Systems 
In terms of the parameter variation of a system, the dynamic systems are divided in two 
groups. First group includes Linear Time Invariant (LTI) systems in which parameters 
are known and constant while in the second one, namely Linear Parameter Variable (LPV) 
systems, some parameters vary with time. It is obvious that there is difference between 
stability analysis of the LTI and LPV systems. According to the Routh-Hurwitz theorem, 
a LTI system is stable if all of its eigenvalues are located on the left hand side of the 
complex plane. However, the theory is not applicable for a LPV system. The Lyapunov 
functions are an alternative criterion for examining the stability of the LTV systems 
which is widely used by researchers. According to the Lyapunov stability theorem, the 
LPV system described as 
x(t) = A(t)X(t) 
is stable if 1) there exists a quadratic Lyapunov function V(x)= xTPx>0, where xT is the 
transpose of x, and P is a symmetric positive definite matrix (all eigenvalues of P are 
positive) with constant arrays. 2) The derivative of V(x)<0 i.e. 
V(x) = x'[A'(t)P + PA(t)]x<0 
Accordingly, the LPV system is asymptotically stable if and only if there is a constant 
positive definite matrix such as P such that: 
AT(!)P + PA(1)<0 \fteR 
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As mentioned earlier, one of the main advantages of the robust control is its ability in 
dealing with system uncertainties. A system with uncertainties can be represented by a 
polytopic or norm-bounded characterization during control design procedure. Polytopic 
representation is a popular way to describe system parameter uncertainties without any 
conservatism. It is known that this presentation of uncertainties results in less 
conservative controller compared with norm-bounded representation. In this 
representation, the uncertain system belongs to a polytope which is the convex hull of 
finite set of model parameters (vertices). 
Definition: A vertex is a point that is independent and can not be generated as the convex 
combination of two distinct points. 
Every point p in a polytope P can be represented as the convex combination of the 
vertices of/* as follows 
/? = fe,A IX-=1. ^ ° 
1=1 1=1 
The constraint set of ^ is called the unit simplex. 
A LPV system in state-space form can be described as follows 
x{t) = A[t)x(t)+B(i)u(t) 
where A(f) and B{t) include r time-varying parameters m,{i) (/—1....,r) which are bounded 
in their extreme values: 
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Thus, the polytope representation of the system is as following 
(A{t),B(t)) = £$,.(4, B,), 5/ * 0, £);,. = 1 
where ,4j and B\ are the vertices of the polytope. The aforementioned polytope is stable if 
and only if there exists a Lyapunov matrix P>0 such that 
AjP+PA, <0 
Considering the control input u(t)—Kx, the LPV system is stable if and only if there is a 
Lyapunov matrix P>0 and 
(Ai+BiK)'P + P(Al+BlK)<0 
4.5 Hoo State Feedback Formulation 
A common approach used in robust vehicle suspension control formulation is that all 
requirements, including ride quality, rattle space constraint, and road holding ability are 
weighted and formulated in a single objective function. The purpose is to design a 
controller K so that the system is kept stable and the transfer characteristics from road 
disturbance input to the controlled output are minimized [49, 50, 60, 61]. On the contrary, 
in another formulation, the attempt is on minimization of H*. norm of the vehicle body 
acceleration from road disturbance while keeping the other requirements within the given 
bounds [57-59]. 
In vehicle suspension design, ride comfort, road holding ability, and suspension 
deflection are the main performance criteria. As mentioned already, it is well known that 
the RMS value of the acceleration response is a suitable measurement of ride quality. 
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Consequently, it is essential to keep the transfer characteristics from road irregularities to 
the chassis acceleration small. A measure of the road-holding ability of a vehicle, 
frequently used in the literature, is the contact force variation between the tire and ground 
which depends on the tire deflection (zp-zr). Accordingly, a vehicle has good stability if a 
strong contact force between the road and tire is held. However, in the case of the 
MacPherson suspension, the wheel motion is function of the control arm rotation as 
explained in Section 3.3 , and thus, a low rotation of the control arm results in a low 
vertical motion of the wheel and consequently a better road holding can be achieved. 
Therefore, in this study, the transfer function from road irregularities to the control arm 
rotation, 9, is chosen to quantify the road holding instead of that of the tire deflection. In 
addition, the relation derived for suspension deflection in Equation (2.21) shows that the 
suspension deflection is strongly a function of the control arm rotation. Thus, keeping the 
transfer function characteristics from road disturbance to the control arm rotation small 
results in having both superior tire contact and better suspension deflection. From a 
design view point, measuring the tire deflection is difficult or even impractical while 
measuring the control arm rotation is much easier. 
In the suspension control techniques proposed in the literature, the lateral motion of the 
wheel and its rotational motions are ignored. It is explained in the next section that the 
vertical chassis displacement directly affects the performance of the wheel. Therefore, in 
formulating the controlled output vector, the state zs should be incorporated to improve 
the wheel motion. In other words, it is important to keep the magnitude of the transfer 
function from road disturbance to the vehicle body small over the whole frequency range, 
the fact that was ignored in previous studies. 
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In relation to the abovementioned conditions, an Re control problem is formulated in the 
following to deal with different objectives of the suspension control system. The 
dynamics of the system is described by the following system of equations 
i(0 = Ax(t) + B]fw+B2zr 
z{t) = qx{t) + Dlfm (4.5) 
subject to input constraint 
\fsait)\< fsa.„ 
where x(t), zr, A, Bi and B2 are defined as (2.33) and 
z(/) = C, 
,4(2,1) ,4(2,2) ,4(2,3) A(2,4) 





In order to compromise the control objectives and normalize the controlled output vector, 
AJ and A2 > 0 which are scalar weights for suspension displacement and control arm 
rotation, respectively, are considered in the above formulation. 
The value of ms will change under different conditions such as mass transformation 
between the rear and front axles during acceleration or deceleration or due to passenger 
and load mass variations. Thus, it is important to take this uncertainty into account 
through control design procedure. To do that the procedure proposed in Ref. [68] is 
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where pj (/=!,...,8) are constant values obtained from system linearization. 
Assuming that ms <ms< ms , the above system can be described as [69] 
(A(ms),B,(ms),B2(ms),q(ms),D]Ons)) = Yj^(AhBv,B2„C]l,Dv) (4.8) 
^ , ^ 0 , Z^' 
where / =1, 2 stands for m, and wv , respectively, and the values oft] and Cj are equal 
• min *ma\ " 
to ( ) / ( ) and ( ) / ( ), respectively. 
Theorem 4.1 Consider the system (4.5) subject to changing ms. The control signal 
fsa=Kx, the gain matrix, K, shall be designed so that the resulting closed-loop system is 
asymptotically stable and the Hno-norm from the road disturbance to the performance 
output, z(t), is minimized. For the existence of such a control gain and for a given y>0, 
the necessary and sufficient conditions are equivalent to the existence of matrices Q =Q 
and 7 satisfying the following Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI): 
4Q+Q4 + W + YTBil Bi, QTcl + Y'DI 
4 -yi o 
CUQ + DUY 0 -yl 
<0. /=1.2 (4.9) 
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in which the feedback gain is equal to K=YQI. 
Proof: 
Suppose there is a quadratic function V(x)=xTPx, P>0 and y>0 such that for all t 
— V(x) + zrz-y2wrw<0 for all x and w satisfying (4.5) (4.10) 
dt 
where z is defined in Equation (4.6) and w represents disturbance vector which in this 
case is road disturbance zr. Then the Equation (4.9) is satisfied. To show this, we 
integrate (4.10) from 0 to T, assuming that x(0)=0, to obtain 
T 
V(x(T)) + j(zrz - fwrw)dt < 0 (4.11) 
0 
Since V(x(T))>0, one has 
112 <y (4.12) 
Condition (4.12) is equivalent to LMI (4.9). To show this, again consider quadratic 
function V(x)=xTPx, with symmetric matrix P>0. Thus, 
— V(x) = —xTPx =
 x
rPx + xrPx (4.13) 
dt dt 
Substituting the value of x(t) from Equation (4.5) with assumption w=zr and fsa=Kx(t). 
Equation (4.13) is equal to 




zrz = x r(C, + DXK)T(C, + D,K)x (4.15) 
Thus, the Equation (4.13) is equivalent to 
x' (A + B,Kf Px + x' P(A + B{K)x + wTBT2Px + xTPB2w+ xT(C, + D,K)1 (C, + £>,K)x-y2wTw < 0 
(4.16) 
Defining C,(t) = [/(/) wr(t)]T, the matrix form of the above equation is shown as follows 
C(') (A + B,K)
T
 P + P(A + B,/Q + (C, + D,K) 7'(C, + D,K) PB, 
B[P C(0<0 (4.17) 
Therefore, the following inequality should be satisfied 
(A + B.KfP+PiA + B^ + iC.+D.KfiC, + £>,£) PB2 
BT2P -y2I 
<0 (4.18) 
By defining the new variables Q =P and Y=KP and transformation matrix 
T = Q 0 
0 / 
(4.19) 
the inequality (4.18) will be 
{A + B,K)rP+P{A + B,K) + (C, + £>, K)7 (C, + DtK) PB2 
- y 2 / B[P 
7" < 0 (4.20) 
which is equal to 
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QiA + B^y+iA + B^Q + QiC.+D.KYiq+D^Q B, 
B\ -y2/ 
<0 (4.21) 
By using Schur complement and redefining Q=(l/y)Q, the above inequality is equivalent 
to 
QA' + Y7BIT + AQ+BIY B2 QC^+YTD^ 
B\ -y/ 0 
C& + DJ 0 -y/ 
<0 (4.22) 
It should be pointed out that the force range which is generated by a semi-active actuator 
(damper) is limited and the force saturation constraint should be integrated in the control 
design. Thus, the matrices Q and Y in Equation (4.9) should satisfy the LMI which 
explains the saturation constraint as following [69], 
fs sa, max 
T 
>0 (4.23) 
The matrices Q and Y can be obtained from the solution to the following minimization 
problem 
min y subject to LMIs (4.9) and (4.23) (4.24) 
Subsequently, a state feedback control law with K=YQI can be obtained by solving the 
above convex optimization problem. In order to solve the above-mentioned LMI, 
SeDuMi LMI solver which is a MATLAB tool box that has been developed by the 
Advanced Optimization Lab of McMaster University is used. Based on the afore-
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mentioned data and by setting /./ and X2 equal to 2500 and 250, respectively, the control 
gain matrix obtained from Equation (4.24) is equivalent to 
K = 104x [-3.7027 -0.6685 0.4781 0.0241] and y*= 71.9 
4.6 Hoo Output Feedback Formulation 
A main drawback of the state feedback controller designed in previous section needs 
either full state measurements or the estimation of partial states of the system. While the 
former increases the design cost, the latter has difficulties in both the controller design 
and its implementation. In order to address this problem, the use of the output feedback 
control theory appears to be a reasonable solution. 
The main focus of this section is on the design of a modified sky-hook control for a semi-
active MacPherson suspension system by means of Hr£. Output Feedback Control (OFC) 
theory. The combination of a Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) solver and Genetic 
Algorithm (GA) is adopted to regulate the static output feedback control gain so that the 
stability conditions are fulfilled and control objectives are achieved. 
Consider the dynamic system and the objective vector, z(t) shown in Equation (4.5) in 
which the damping force changes based on the output measurements as 
fai = Kyit) = KCx(t) (4.25) 
where K is the gain control vector and C is defined as follows 
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Considering the mass uncertainty, the objective of this controller design is to find a 
suitable gain controller, K, such that the closed-loop polytopic system is robustly stable 
and the Hoo-norm of the transfer function from road disturbances to the objective vector is 
minimized. 
Theorem 4.2 The above closed-loop polytopic system is robustly stable, with minimum 
Hm-norm, if the following constraint holds: 
Minimize y subject to P>0 and 
P(A, + BiKCf + (Ai+BiKC)P PBV (C, + £>, KC)' 
B'I'.P -y2i 0 
(C]+D]KC) 0 - / 
<0 (4.26) 
The proof of the abovementioned LMI is analogous to proof of the LMI (4.9). However, 
since the above optimization problem is bi-linear due to multiplication of the 
optimization parameters P and K in LMI (4.26), there is no analytical solution to that 
optimization problem. Hence, the Genetic Algorithm (GA) is adopted to find the 
optimization solution according to GA stochastic search capability. 
4.6.1 GA/LMI Algorithm 
GA is a stochastic search method and is based on the principles of natural selection and 
genetic modification. It has shown great potential in global optimization in different 
controller synthesis problems. This approach of optimization runs on a population of 
points (individuals). Each of the individuals belonging to the population is considered as 
a possible solution of the optimization problem. By evaluating the individuals based on 
their fitness, indicating how well an individual solves the optimization problem, the 
rough individuals will be eliminated in the next population generation. 
GA launches the optimization process with random selection of the population. The 
genetic operators such as selection, crossover, and mutation deal with the transition of 
one population to the next generation. In the selection phase, the fittest individuals will be 
picked to go to the next population. Using crossover, the genetic material of two 
individuals will be exchanged in order to create two new individuals. Mutation operates 
some changes on the genetic properties of an individual arbitrary. The genetic algorithm 
and its operators continue until a satisfactory solution of optimization problem is 
achieved. The process is terminated when a predefined stop condition, i.e., a certain 
number of generations, is reached [70]. 
In the following, a combination of the feasible solution of the LMI (4.26) and the GA is 
employed to tune the controller gains by minimizing the Hw norms of the transfer 
functions. The approach proposed in Ref. [71] is applied in this section to design a static-
output feedback controller with minimized HK. norms of the transfer functions. 
The outline of the GA used in this work is detailed as follows. It is noted that if the 
controller gain, K, is known, the LMI (4.26) will be linear and can be solved easily by 
LMI solver in MATLAB. Thus, using the GA MATLAB Toolbox, a random set of the 
controller gains will be selected. However, each controller needs to satisfy the stability 
requirements. If the controller gain satisfies the stability conditions, then, the 
minimization problem (4.26) will be solved by the LMI solver and the resulting y will be 
assigned as the value of the cost function of the GA. Otherwise, if the closed-loop system 
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is unstable or the feasible solution of the LMI can not be found, a large number will be 
considered for the cost function in order to reduce its chance to exist in the next 
generation. 
In addition, the closed-loop vertex subsystems and the closed-loop nominal system must 
be strictly Hurwitz [71]. Therefore, the sketch of the minimization loop is as the 
following: 
Call the gains K = [kx, k2 ]from MATLAB GA Toolbox 
if Remax(A(AN))<0 
if max {Remax 01(1, ))}<0 
if 0<£, <4000 ]00<k2 <600 
Solve the LMI optimization problem 
else 
Assign a large number to the cost function 
end 
Here, X is an eigenvalue of the matrix. A, denotes the closed-loop vertex subsystem while 
AN = AZ-B]ZKC is the closed-loop nominal system, in which Az = (]//•) X^2 A, and 
B,s =(l//-)Z,'Ti2#i, stand for the nominal system matrix and the nominal input vector, 
respectively. The above algorithm continues until the minimum of the cost function y is 
found and, consequently, an acceptable controller gain is achieved. 
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The elements of the control gain in the above algorithm are limited between certain 
values to avoid passing the actuator saturation. 
4.6.2 Controlled Damping Force 
After obtaining the optimized controller gain, the desired damping force is expressed in 
the form 
fd=kxzs+k29 (4.27) 
Based on the Equation (3.13), the angular velocity of the control arm,<9, is related to the 
relative velocity of the suspension, &L = zD - i r ,as: 
e» —— (4.28) 
LA cos((9|) 
Thus, by substituting Equation (4.28) in Equation (4.27), the damping force is expressed 
as: 
/ r f = * , i , - _ i > _ A Z (4.29) 
LAcos(9{) 
On the right hand side of the above equation, the first term shows the sky-hook damping 
force while the second is a passive damping force. In fact, the force derived by means of 
Hco output feedback control theory is a combination of the sky-hook and passive damper 
forces with optimized coefficients in accordance with suspension requirements. 
The simplicity and cost reduction are the two main advantages of the proposed controller. 
It is noted that the absolute vertical velocity of the vehicle body can be measured by 
integrating the accelerometer signals. Hence, this controller takes feedback of two data 
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which are easily measurable. Moreover, its performance is more robust to the system 
uncertainties compared to the other controllers. The benefits of the controller compared 
to other popular types of semi-active control strategies were discussed in Section 3.3. 
Remark: The purpose of the semi-active control suspension system is to regenerate the 
desired damping force obtained from the controller by a semi-active damper located 
between the wheel and the chassis. However, the issues regarding the semi-active damper 
dynamics and the force tracking are not discussed in this chapter and will be addressed in 
the next chapter. 
In order to analyze the control performance, two cases are considered. In the first case the 
parameters /./ and fo are set equal to 1000 and 100, respectively, with focus on the ride 
quality while in the second one they are set equal to 1500 and 500, respectively, with 
focus on both the ride quality and tire grip. The obtained minimized y and optimal gains 
are presented in Table 4-1. 
Table 4-1 Controller specifications 
y* Optimal Gains Focus 
Case 1 32.28 (2400,100) Ride quality 
Case 2 39.99 (1500,500) . Stability 
The main parameters used for the GA are the population size of 50, the crossover fraction 
of 0.8, the maximum generation of 100, and Gaussian mutation function. 
4.7 Evaluation of Controller Performances 
Using the optimized controller gains from full state feedback controller (K), and output 
feedback controller (Kl and K2) the vehicle performance and stability are evaluated in 
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this section for different road disturbances such as potholes and random inputs. As 
mentioned earlier, the function of these controllers are to improve the ride quality while 
keeping the stability limitations within acceptable domain. In addition to that, the 
suspension kinematic performance subjected to those controllers is evaluated. 
4.7.1 Bump response 
The properties of the bump road disturbance are the same as that mentioned in Section 
3.3. Different aspects of the dynamic and kinematic suspension performances when 
subjected to this input are illustrated through Figure 4.2 to Figure 4.5. In terms of the 
dynamic performance, the simulation results indicate that the improvement in the full 
state feedback acceleration response is less than that of the output feedback controller 
(Kl) whereas improvement in other performances is much better. Regarding ride quality, 
Kl shows the best effectiveness of the system by reducing PTP and settling time values 
of the acceleration response compared to the other systems. However, K reduces the PTP 
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Figure 4.2 Vehicle vertical acceleration response subject to bump disturbance 
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Figure 4.4 Control arm rotation subject to bump disturbance 
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Figure 4.5 Vehicle suspension deflection subject to bump disturbance 
In terms of the kinematic performance, all controllers modify the alteration of the 
kinematic parameters. Figure 4.6 shows the wheel camber angle alteration. As shown in 
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this figure, all controllers reduce the PTP and settling time of the camber angle 
significantly compared to the passive system resulting in longer tire life and superior 
stability. Figure 4.7 illustrates the wheel toe angle alteration. It should be noted that the 
variation of this parameter plays an important role in vehicle stability and even small 
reduction of this parameter could affect vehicle stability positively. The toe angle 
variation is modified by the all systems well; however, the parameter K shows a lower 
PTP and settling time. Kl reduces those values as well at the expense of introducing 
some chattering to the performance. Regarding the track width alteration, Figure 4.8 
shows that K improves the performance of this parameter significantly compared to other 
control systems and passive one by reducing the PTP value and diminishing the 
oscillation. Although Kl reduces the PTP value of this parameter close to that of K, the 
chattering of the response may affect both the vehicle stability and tire performance. The 
caster and king-pin angles variation are plotted in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10. As 
mentioned already, these parameters are important in steering. From these figures, it can 
be seen that although K reduces the PTP values of these two parameters well, K2 makes 
the trend of these two parameters sluggish thereby making vehicle steering easier. In 
addition, K and K2 reduce the variation of the parameters well. It should be noted that the 
sluggish trend of these two angles gives more time to the driver to handle the vehicle. 
However, Kl introduces some chattering causing discomfort in steering. As a result, all 
controllers improve the vehicle performance well in which full state feedback controller 
has the superior improvement and output feedback controllers have a performance 
between that of passive and the full state feedback controller systems. As shown in the 










Figure 4.6 Camber angle alteration subject to bump disturbance 
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Figure 4.7 Toe angle alteration subject to bump disturbance 
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Figure 4.8 Track width alteration subject to bump disturbance 
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Figure 4.10 King-pin angle alteration subject to bump disturbance 
4.7.2 Random road disturbance 
The road disturbances to which the vehicle is subjected to are typically expressed as a 








i fQ>Q n 
(4.30) 
Here Qo =l/(2n) is considered. Using the spectral representation method [72], the road 
irregularities can be simulated with the following series, assuming that forward velocity 
of the vehicle, V, is constant. 
:]Tj„sin(rtu)0/ + q>„) (4.31) 
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Here s„ = J2Sg(nAn)AQ and AQ. = 2nfL where L is the length of the road segment. In 
addition, co0=(27i/L)V and (pn are treated as random variables, with a uniform distribution 
in the interval [0, 2n). Assume that Sg(Q0)=256xlO"6 m3, n,=2, n2=1.5, V = 120 Km/h 
and L=100 m. Using the above formula, an example of the typical road profile, belonging 
to the poor quality, is generated and shown in Figure 4.11. 
Time (s) 
Figure 4.11 Example of poor road profile 
The RMS values of the acceleration response, zv , the control arm rotation, 0; the 
suspension deflection, and the kinematic parameters subject to random irregularities for 
vehicle forward velocities V=60 Km/h and V=120 km/h are calculated and summarized 
in Table 4-2 and Table 4-3, respectively. Referring to those tables, it can be seen that Kl 
improves the ride quality well compared to other systems at the expense of the 
deterioration of the suspension deflection and angular displacement of the control arm. 
Full state feedback controller, K, improves the ride quality reasonably well compared to 
that of the passive system while it keeps the control arm rotation and suspension 
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deflection close to those of passive system. However, K2 keeps the dynamic performance 
close to that of the passive system. It can be seen from these tables that all the controllers 
reduce the camber angle variation well, especially K, while deteriorating the toe angle. 
Track width alteration is modified by K and K2 only slightly whereas it is deteriorated by 
parameter Kl. The contribution of controllers on the performances of the caster and king-
pin angles is negligible. 
Table 4-2 RMS values of the performance parameters subject to rough road disturbances and 
forward velocity V=60 km/h 















































Table 4-3 RMS values of the performance parameters subject to rough road disturbances and 
forward velocity V=120 km/h 














































4.8 Vehicle Body Roll Centre 
As mentioned in Section 2.6.5, the vehicle roll centre should be designed close to the 
ground in order to have superior roll stability at the cost of kinematic performance 
deterioration especially that of toe angle and track width. According to the results 
explained in previous section, it is possible to improve the kinematic performance of the 
MacPherson suspension by semi-active control strategies. Based on these results, it 
would be possible for suspension designer to design the roll centre so that better vehicle 
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stability during the cornering is achieved while modifying the kinematic performance by 
an appropriate control strategy. 
4.9 Summary 
Many control strategies have been developed to improve overall vehicle performance, 
including both ride quality and stability conditions. However, most studies have used a 
simple quarter vehicle model for control design, where the effect of the controller on the 
wheel motions affecting handling and stability of a vehicle is ignored. In the present 
chapter, the new dynamic model of the MacPherson suspension system has been 
employed to design a full state H .^ robust control for ride quality and stability condition 
enhancement using new states of the system. In addition, the theory of Ha, output 
feedback control has been employed to optimize the control gains of the modified sky-
hook controller according to suspension objectives. 
Using three-dimensional kinematic model of the MacPherson suspension, the effects of 
the controller on the wheel motions such as the camber and toe angles as well as the track 
width alterations have been investigated. The simulation results showed that both 
proposed robust designs provide superior kinematic and dynamic performances compared 
to the passive system. However, the H* output feedback control has significant benefits 




HARDWARE-IN-THE-LOOP SIMULATION AND 
ANALYSIS 
The last phase of the research involves the current generation for tuning the actuator and 
producing desired force developed by the controller. A mathematical inverse model of 
the MR damper is developed to tune the current (voltage) signal so as to track the desired 
damping force generated by the controller unit. In order to do this, experiments are 
conducted to characterize the Magneto-Rheological damper. Using the measured data and 
the least squares method a mathematical model of MR damper is developed to estimate 
the required current supply. The effectiveness of the damper model is demonstrated for 
different road input irregularities by integrating Hardware-In-the-Loop Simulation 
(HILS) procedure. 
5.1 Introduction 
Magneto-Rheological (MR) dampers have gained increased attention in vibration 
attenuation in different applications such as bridges, helicopter rotors, and suspension 
seats. Analytical and experimental studies have demonstrated the superior performance of 
MR dampers in vehicle suspension application compared to conventional hydraulic 
dampers [8, 41, 45, 50, 53, 73, 74, 79]. 
In a MR damper, Magnetorheological fluid, comprising of micron sized particles of iron 
which are suspended in the oil, are used instead of oil. In this type of dampers, the 
damping coefficient (viscous characteristics) of the damper will be changed whenever a 
polarization induced in suspended particles occurs. The MR damper is categorized as a 
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continuously controlled semi-active damper. Unlike fully active hydraulic actuators, the 
MR damper provides a variable damping force with low power requirements. Fast 
reaction time, usually less than 2 milliseconds, and very low power requirement (on the 
average, 3W per shock) are the main advantages of MR dampers. At the same time, 
having a high minimum damping coefficient is its disadvantage [7]. However, rapid 
variation in damping properties and desired performance which is in between that of 
passive and fully active device with a reliable fail-safe manner by providing adequate 
damping in the case of the control hardware malfunction makes this actuator applicable 
in the vehicle suspension systems. 
In reality, due to high nonlinearities the generated force depends on the motion of the 
actuator in addition to the command force, and the actuator dynamics plays a significant 
role in the control design algorithm. Moreover, the input signal of the actuator is current 
or voltage and, hence, it is important to tune current (voltage) signal so that the command 
force from control unit can be achieved accurately. 
In order to tune the current (voltage), three main control feedback systems are proposed 
in the literature. The first approach (Ai) considers the combination of the dynamics of the 
actuator and chassis together and tries to generate a proper current so that the objectives 
are obtained [75, 76]. However, as mentioned before, the dynamic behaviour of a semi-
active actuator such as MR damper is highly nonlinear and developing its accurate 
dynamic model for control purposes is not a trivial task. This shortcoming increases the 
control complexity and deteriorates practical performance of the system. Figure 5.1 




Figure 5.1 The block diagram of the first approach to control ride quality 
The second approach (A2) isolates the dynamics of the actuator from the plant and 
generates the required current signal using an internal controller. Proposed in references 
[77, 78], A2 includes two loops in which one produces desired force for suspension 
control and the other one is created to track the command (desired) force and to take care 
of actuator nonlinearities. Figure 5.2 shows the block diagram scheme of this control 
suspension system. In this figure, while the outer controller generates the desired force 
based on the suspension control objectives, the duty of the inner controller is to track the 
command force by actuator. For this approach an extra sensor is required for each wheel 
to measure the force produced by the actuator resulting in increasing design cost. In 
addition, this sensor is sensitive to noise and may deteriorate the effectiveness of the 
whole control system. 
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Figure 5.3 The block diagram of the third approach of ride quality control 
In order to isolate the nonlinearities of the actuator from ride control design and 
simultaneously generate current input without measuring output force, a third control 
approach (A3) was proposed in References [50. 65, 80]. 
Figure 5.3 illustrates the block diagram of this control architecture. In this approach, in 
order to improve the ride quality and stability of the vehicle, a desired control force is 
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developed by a proper control strategy. The generated desired force then will be input to 
an inverse model of the actuator such as MR damper. In this approach, the nonlinearities 
of the actuator are isolated from ride control design and also the cost of design is reduced. 
These two main advantages make this approach applicable in the car suspension systems 
compared to the two previous approaches. 
5.2 Experiment Approach 
Two main obstacles in the practical usage of the MR damper for control applications are 
its inherent hysteresis and highly nonlinear dynamics. Thus, the modelling of MR 
dampers is really important for accurate analysis. Different models such as Bouc-wen 
hysteresis model [81], fuzzy model [82], visco-elastic model [83], polynomial model 
[84], and neural network model [85-87] are developed to predict the dynamic 
performance of a MR damper. Although the models represent the MR damper behaviour 
reasonably well, they include a highly nonlinear formulation with many parameters 
required to be identified. 
In order to cope with the MR damper modelling, and to save the cost and time of 
development, Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) simulation method is used in the laboratory to 
evaluate the performance of the MacPherson MR suspension system. Easy adjustment of 
the parameter and low-cost test facilities are main advantages of this method compared to 
a full car setup in the laboratory. The HILS comprises three parts including interface, 
hardware, and software. In the software part, a simulation of the controlled MacPherson 
suspension system under road disturbances is performed using MATLAB/SIMULINK 
environment. The relative velocity of MR damper and desired force, obtained from 
controller, are achieved as the input signal of the hardware part. In the hardware part, the 
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required current for damping changes is amplified and force generated by MR damper is 
measured from hydraulic tester and fed back into computer simulation. The hardware and 
software parts communicate to each other in a real-time manner through the dSPACE 
interface. A schematic of the experiment is shown in Figure 5.4. 
As shown in the Figure, the software portion includes the MacPherson suspension model, 
control algorithm, and the inverse model of the MR damper. The hardware part involves 
the MR damper, a servo-hydraulic vibration test system, a power supply for the damper, 
and a force sensor for acquiring the damper force signal. The interface component 
connects the hardware and software portions through DSP processor and I/O boards. 


























Figure 5.4 Schematic diagram of the HILS for the MacPherson MR suspension system 
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5.3 MR Damper Characterization 
A CARRERA™ MagnetoShock™ MR damper is considered for the control performance 
evaluation of the current work. The physical characteristics of the damper may be found 
on the company website [89]. The principal objective is to develop an inverse 
mathematical model of the MR damper. Different experiments are conducted in the 
following to characterize the MR damper performance precisely. It is known that the 
damping characteristics of a MR damper is highly related to the excitation and input 
current. Using the HILS, different simulations are carried out under different excitations 
and current signals so as to assess and develop a mathematical formulation of dynamic 
performance of the MR damper. Because of the limited stroke of the candidate MR 
damper and its current signal capacity, the travel of the suspension system and the control 
current signal are limited to 762 mm and 1.5 Amp, respectively, to ensure safety of the 
test system and the damper. In addition, the harmonic inputs with different amplitudes 
and frequencies are considered as excitations to the MR damper. Laboratory tests are 
conducted to characterize the force-velocity properties and time response performance of 
candidate MR damper over a wide range of excitation condition. 
In this experiment, the MR damper is placed on an electro-hydraulic vibration exciter in 
which the top frame is fixed and considered as initial frame. The base of the exciter can 
move and simulate the road disturbances (see Figure 5.5). The exciter integrates three 
sensors including a force transducer installed on the inertial frame, a position sensor 
(LVDT), and a velocity sensor. The last two sensors are placed on the exciter to measure 
the instantaneous position and velocity of MR damper. The damper is excited under 
different harmonic displacement excitations in 0 to 15 Hz frequency range which 
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includes the predominant frequencies in the vehicular ride motions and the wheel hub 
vibrations. 
Figure 5.5 Experiment facilities 
In the laboratory various tests are carried out at different frequencies with constant 
amplitudes subject to current signal variation to assess the effect of the current signal and 
frequency parameters on the dynamic performance of the MR damper, m addition; the 
performance of the MR damper is examined subject to different amplitudes with constant 
frequency and current signal. The tests are conducted for frequencies 0.1, 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, 5, 
10, 12.5, and 15 Hz with amplitudes 2.5, 5, 12.5, 25, 50, and 75 mm. The current has 
been changed between 0 to 1.5 Amp. The lower amplitudes of the harmonic excitations 
are considered in order to avoid crossing the damper velocity limits. The examples of the 
MR damper response subject to harmonic excitations with frequencies 0.5 Hz and 12.5 
mm amplitude, 1.5 Hz and 12.5 mm amplitude, 5 Hz and 2.5 mm amplitude, and 15 Hz 
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and 2.5 mm amplitude under different current signal inputs are illustrated in Figure 5.6 
through Figure 5.9, respectively. 
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Figure 5.7 MR damper response subject to harmonic input with 1.5 HZ frequency and 12.5 mm 
amplitude 
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Figure 5.8 MR damper response subject to harmonic input with 5 HZ frequency and 2.5 mm 
amplitude 
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Figure 5.9 MR damper response subject to harmonic input with 15 HZ frequency and 2.5 mm 
amplitude 
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It is observed from these figures that such nonlinear damper properties are highly 
dependent on the excitation frequency and current signal. The results shown in figures 
clearly indicate that by increasing the excitation frequency the hysteresis effects will be 
magnified in pre-yield (low velocity) conditions and by increasing the current signal the 
damping force will be increased. The f-v characteristics further show that for a certain 
velocity the damping force will increase almost linearly by increasing the current signal, 
especially for those higher than 0.25 Amp. 
Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 depict the MR damper response subjected to harmonic 
excitations with current signals 0 and 0.75 Amp, respectively. The frequency is set equal 
to 0.5 Hz in these cases to assess the effect of the harmonic amplitude excitation on the 
dynamic response of the MR damper. It is seen from these figures that the amplitude 
amplification does not affect the dynamic performance of the MR damper in post-yield 
conditions whereas affecting the pre-yield conditions by changing of the hysteresis slope. 
Generally speaking, the MR damper behaviour is almost independent from excitation 
amplitudes. 
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Figure 5.10 MR damper response subject to harmonic input with 0.5 HZ frequency and 0 Amp 
current signal 
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Figure 5.11 MR damper response subject to harmonic input with 0.5 HZ frequency and 0.75 Amp 
current signal 
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In summary, the^v plots show that the MR damper characteristics can be represented as 
symmetric bi-nonlinear curves with hysteresis phenomena in pre-yield conditions and by 
linearly increasing force at post-yield conditions. In addition, the force will be saturated 
at a certain force value. Therefore, the damping force of MR damper can be formulated 
as a function of piston velocity and current signal, with appropriate consideration for the 
force saturation. 
5.4 Inverse Mathematical Modeling of MR Damper 
Considerable research has been conducted to capture the MR damper characteristics by 
developing its appropriate mathematical model in order to facilitate the formulation of an 
effective controller for estimating desirable controlled variations in the damping force. 
For example, Shames and Cozzarelli [90] proposed Bingham plastic model in which 
material behaviour was assumed as rigid in the pre-yield conditions, whereas shear flow 
was modelled by a viscous damping coefficient in post-yield conditions. Considering 
plastic material performance in pre and post yield conditions, Stanway et al, [91] 
proposed a nonlinear model of MR damper. Dyke et al. [92] developed a damper model 
on the basis of the Bouc-Wen hysteresis model. Although these models are sufficiently 
accurate to predict the damping force, they are highly nonlinear functions of both 
controlled current signal and piston velocity causing complexity in current estimation and 
increasing computational effort. In addition to these shortcomings, they represent the 
damping force as a function of the current signal and piston velocity, whereas in 
suspension control system a straightforward formula (inverse dynamics model) 
representing the current signal as a function of the controlled damping force and piston 
velocity is desired. Researchers in references [93] and [94] proposed inverse models of a 
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MR damper in which current signal can be tuned based on the desired force and piston 
velocity; however, it involves highly nonlinear formulations causing computational 
complexity thereby limiting the practical implementation. As a simple model, Choi and 
Lee [84] proposed a polynomial formulation for the MR damper force in which the 
polynomial variables are power of piston velocity while their coefficients are a linear 
function of current signal. Although it is possible to estimate this current signal from this 
formulation easily, a number of parameters are required to be identified using measured 
data. In addition, due to age and working conditions, these parameters are subject to the 
change in time. The purpose of the current research is to come up with a simple current 
signal estimation which makes the control algorithm more practical. The examples of 
abovementioned models are shown in Table 5-1. 
5.4.1 Piecewise polynomial model of the MR damper 
The overriding focus of the current research is on the practicality, implementation, and 
robustness of the control algorithm rather than the perfection of the model matching. 
Thus, a piecewise polynomial model of MR damper is developed according to the f-v 
plots obtained from the experiment data. According to the performance of MR damper 
plotted in Figure 5.6 to Figure 5.11, the damping force relatively changes linearly by 
increasing the current signal for a certain piston velocity. 








Table 5-1 Mathematical Models of MR damper 
Model Formulation Definition of Parameters 
Bouc-wen Model [94] 
F = az+c0(x~y) + k0(x-y) + kl(x-x0) 
""' -p>(x-y)\z\" + A(x-y) 
-{az + c0x + k0(x-y)} 
- y | x - j | z p | 
1 
F=Damping force 
x = damper displacement 
y = the internal pseudo-
displacement of the damper 
z = evolutionary variable that 
describes the hysteresis 
behavior of the damper 
k\= the accumulator stiffness 
c0=viscous damping at large 
velocities 
x0 — initial displacement of 
the spring k\ 
a = the evolutionary 
coefficient 
n, A = shape parameters of 
the hysteresis loops 
Polynomial Model [84] 
F= Damping force 
v = piston velocity 
bj, C] — constatnt 
coefficients 
7=current signal 
Inverse Dynamic Model 
[94] 
k4-\Fd\ + \FM 
F*V)- wh 1+ 




i = Current signal 
k4, k}, and k$= constant 
values 
Fd= desired damping force 
L= the effective axial pole 
length 
Ap = the cross sectional area 
of the piston 
w = the width of rectangular 
plate 
h = the width of the gap 
between two parallel plates 
r| = the Newtonian viscosity 
T0= the fluid yield stress 
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where, the i stands for the current signal, fmaK and fm\„ correspond to the minimum and 
maximum damping forces subjected to the minimum and maximum current signals, 
respectively. In this case, the minimum and maximum current signals (imm, /max) are set to 
0 and 1.5 Amp. By substituting the desired damping force derived from Equation (5.1), it 
is possible to estimate the required current signal so that the real damping force delivered 
by the MR damper is close to desired force as much as possible. The next step in the 
modelling is deriving a proper formulation for the ^ax and fmin. According f-v curves 
shown in Figure 5.6 to Figure 5.11, the^v plot of the candidate MR damper has been 
divided into six regions in terms of the piston velocity and the maximum and minimum 
forces of each region are represented by first or second order polynomials. It is worth 
mentioning that the hysteresis issue is ignored in the current formulation which is 
reasonable from design point of view. The selected areas are as shown in Table 5-1. 
Table 5-2 Piecewise polynomial region of MR damper/-v performance 
Piston Velocity (m/s) Maximum Damping Force (N) Minimum Damping Force (N) 
v > 0.1 Co+C]V+c2v2 bo+b]V+b2v2 
0.02 < v < 0.1 C3+C4V b3+b4v 
-0.02 < v < 0.02 C5+c6v+c7v2+c8v3 b5+b6v+b7v2+b8V3 
-0.1 < v < - 0 . 0 2 c9+c,0v b9+b|0v 
v<-0.1 C|]+cl2v bn+b]2v 
The next step in the formulation is to identify the parameters of the abovementioned 
polynomials using the measured data acquired under a wide range of excitation 
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J = YL{f.<y)-fJ (5-2) 
where fsa is the damping force estimated from the polynomial piecewise polynomial 
model, and fd,n is the measured damping force. Through the least square regression, the 
summation of squared errors between ^ a and fdm is minimized over a wide range of data 
described by indices n, and m. The indices n and m describe the number of excitation 
frequencies and the number of amplitude excitation considered in formulation. Since the 
polynomial formula is not a function of a frequency excitation, just the data obtained for 
frequency excitations 0.5, and 1.5 Hz are considered for parameter identifications. The 
amplitudes employed are 25 and 12.5 mm. The MATLAB constrained optimization 
toolbox with its function "lsqcurvefit" is integrated to minimize the error function (5.2). 
Table 5-3 Identified piecewise polynomial model 
Piston Velocity (mis) 
v>0.1 
0.02 < v < 0.1 
-0.02 < v < 0.02 
-0.1 <v<-0.02 
v<-0.1 















The solutions are obtained for the fixed 0 and 1 Amp current signals. The identified 
parameters for the piecewise polynomials are summarized in Table 5-3. The model 
performance is investigated and analyzed in the following section. 
5.4.2 Validation of inverse model of MR damper 
In this section, the piecewise polynomial model developed for the MR damper is 
validated for the variety of excitations through different amplitudes, frequencies, and 
current signals in comparison with the real damping force measured from test facilities. 
Since the main purpose of the modelling is to tune the current signal so as to track the 
controlled desired force, the time response of the model is evaluated in the following, as 
well. For example, the time response of MR damper subject to harmonic excitations 
along with frequencies 0.5, 1.5, 2.5 and 7.5 Hz and 2.5, 12.5, and 25 mm subjected to the 
current signals 0 and 1 Amp are considered and illustrated in Figure 5.12-Figure 5.27. 
For the minimum and maximum current signals (0 and 1 Amp), as can be seen in those 
figures, the model predicts the damping force well at low frequencies and predict it at 
high frequencies reasonably well. At the high frequencies, there is an error around 500 N 
in the peak of extension while the error in the peak of contractiotiis less_than 100 N. The 
error in the peak of contraction is ignorable for those with maximum current signal. As 
obviously shown in these figures, the hysteresis loop does not affect the time response of 
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Figure 5.12 f-v plot of MR damper for excitation with 0.5 Hz frequency and 25mm Amplitude 
subject to 0 Amp current signal 
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Figure 5.13 Time response of MR damper for excitation with 0.5 Hz frequency and 25mm Amplitude 
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Figure 5.14 f-v plot of MR damper for excitation with 1.5 Hz frequency and 25mm Amplitude 
subject to 0 Amp current signal 
— Measured damping force I 




Figure 5.15 Time response of MR damper for excitation with 1.5 Hz frequency and 25mm Amplitude 

















•Modeled damping force 
• Measured damping force 
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Figure 5.16 f-v plot of MR damper for excitation with 2.5 Hz frequency and 12.5mm Amplitude 
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Figure 5.17 Time response of MR damper for excitation with 2.5 Hz frequency and 12.5mm 
















—Modeled damping force 
— Measured damping force 
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Figure 5.18/-V plot of MR damper for excitation with 7.5 Hz frequency and 2.5mm Amplitude 
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Figure 5.19 Time response of MR damper for excitation with 7.5 Hz frequency and 2.5mm 
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Figure 5.20/-V plot of MR damper for excitation with 0.5 Hz frequency and 25mm Amplitude subject 
to 1 Amp current signal 
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Figure 5.21 Time response of MR damper for excitation with 0.5 Hz frequency and 25mm Amplitude 
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Figure 5.22/-V plot of MR damper for excitation with 1.5 Hz frequency and 25mm Amplitude subject 
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Figure 5.23 Time response of MR damper for excitation with 1.5 Hz frequency and 25mm Amplitude 
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Figure 5.24/-V plot of MR damper for excitation with 2.5 Hz frequency and 12.5mm Amplitude 
subject to 1 Amp current signal 
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Figure 5.25 Time response of MR damper for excitation with 2.5 Hz frequency and 12.5mm 
Amplitude subject to 1 Amp current signal 
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Figure 5.26/-V plot of MR damper for excitation with 7.5 Hz frequency and 2.5mm Amplitude 
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Figure 5.27 Time response of MR damper for excitation with 7.5 Hz frequency and 2.5mm 
Amplitude subject to 1 Amp current signal 
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5.5 Current Generation 
By developing the mathematical model of the MR damper, it is possible to tune the 
current signal so that the real force generated by the MR damper follows the desired force 
obtained by the control system part. However, two main points should be taken into 
account during current tuning. The first one is the passivity constraint and the second one 
is the force saturation. As mentioned in Section 1.3.2, the passivity constraint comes from 
the energy dissipating function of MR damper, which is obvious from^v plot of the MR 
damper. In^v plot there is no force in the second and forth quadrants of the plot meaning 
if the damping force and the piston velocity have the same sign the damper dissipates the 
system energy and otherwise there is no force. The mathematical description of the 
constraint is shown in Equation (1.3). In addition to this constraint, the MR damper force 
is limited and will be saturated at a certain damping force. The saturation of damper can 
be shown mathematically by the following relation: 
/ = 
f 
J max L 
f 
J mm 
' / /max ^ L 
J ./min Jit J n 
'/ L ^ /mi„ 
(5.3) 
For large desired damping forces, the actuator saturation would be unavoidable, thus, the 
control performance of the MR damper would be less perfect in rough road disturbances. 
Considering two aforementioned constraints the algorithm for current generation is 
shaped as following: 
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' / f,i> Lax 
elseif L<fmi„ 
L =/„,,„ 
elseif ftlv < 0 
"\ J J J niiti 
else 
end 
\ J d J min I 
I = — — I 
if ~f •) "" 
\ J max J mm } 
5.6 Controller Performance with Integrated MR Damper 
In this section, the performance of the controller is validated through HIL simulation. The 
procedure was explained in Section 5.2 and shown in Figure 5.4. According to that 
procedure, the performance of the controller is plotted in Figure 5.28, Figure 5.29, and 
Figure 5.30 subjected to harmonic road excitations with 10 mm amplitude and 1 Hz, 2 
Hz, 5 Hz, and 10 Hz frequencies, respectively. The controller gain selected for simulation 
is Kl=[2400, 100]. As shown in those figures there is a time delay between the measured 
and desired forces because of the hardware signal communications. The time delay for 
the current system is 2 milliseconds. The figures show that the damper follows the 
desired force with good accuracy. However, there is a small difference between those 
forces during the contraction period. This discrepancy has been arisen from malfunction 
of the MR damper. Unfortunately, the rod of the MR damper has buckled during the MR 
damper characterization procedure, causing to add up an extra friction force to the 






Figure 5.28 Measured and desired forces obtained through HIL simulation subject to a harmonic 
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Figure 5.29 Measured and desired forces obtained through HIL simulation subject to a harmonic 
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Figure 5.30 Measured and desired forces obtained through HIL simulation subject to a harmonic 
road excitation with 0.01 m amplitude and 5 Hz frequency 
5.7 Summary 
There exists a large body of research on the modelling and characterization of MR 
dampers. However, there is a lack of simple and practical models applicable to vehicle 
suspension systems. Using a candidate MR damper, its dynamic performance is 
characterized and a simple model of that applicable to suspension system is proposed. 
The effectiveness of the proposed model is shown by comparing the measured damping 
force with that predicted for a variety of excitations with different amplitudes, 
frequencies, and current signals. The accuracy of the control force tracking by the 
candidate MR damper is shown by HIL simulation. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FUTURE WORK 
The ride vibration of a vehicle is important from both passenger comfort and car safety 
points of view. Poor ride quality combined with longer hours of operation causes driver 
fatigue and may affect the driver's concentration and sensory reactions thereby reducing 
vehicle safety. The unevenness and road disturbances causing ride quality deterioration 
are transmitted to the vehicle cabin through the vehicle suspension system. The 
suspension system is a multilink dynamic system with complex structure and its function 
is to distribute the energy, and phase it over the period and to dissipate it through a 
damper. Usually, a soft suspension provides a good passenger ride quality at the expense 
of good handling and stability characteristics. Thus, it is important that the suspension be 
designed so that a compromise between the requirements is achieved. In order to 
accomplish that, the active and semi-active vehicle suspension systems have received a 
great deal of attention from researchers for more than three decades. Although the active 
suspension provides a great improvement over a wide range of frequencies and road 
disturbances, its complex circuit and structure make its implementation difficult in 
practice. In contrast, the semi-active systems have a simple structure with minimal power 
requirements. In this type of systems, the damping of the suspension can be continuously 
changed according to an appropriate control policy. 
The present work was undertaken in order to understand the behaviour of semi-active 
suspension systems equipped with MR dampers and to develop a new kinematic and 
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dynamic model of MacPherson suspension system and to provide a practical control 
design. 
6.1 Dissertation Summary 
In order to include the kinematic structure in considering the dynamic response of a 
specific suspension system, namely MacPherson suspension system, a new control 
oriented dynamic model of the suspension has been developed. The rotational motion of 
the wheel subject to the control arm transverse motion is considered in the modelling. In 
addition to that, geometrical aspects of the system such as strut inclination and wheel 
camber rotation are included in the modelling. It has been shown that the model exhibits 
a superior dynamic performance of MacPherson suspension system compared to that of 
the conventional model, widely used by researchers. In order to avoid complexity, the 
highly nonlinear model has been linearized about the system equilibrium point. 
Moreover, it is shown that the structure of the system affects on the pole locations of the 
dynamic model. 
The point that has not received enough attention from the previous researchers in the field 
of vehicle suspension control is the wheel motions under the control force variation. The 
wheel motions are important in tire grasp, handling, steering, and stability of the vehicle. 
In order to evaluate the wheel motions subjected to the damping force variation, a three-
dimensional kinematic model of MacPherson suspension has been developed. The 
accuracy of model is validated by a three-dimensional kinematic model of the system 
simulated in ADAMS software environment. It is shown that the model represents the 
kinematic performance of the system with high accuracy. In addition, some geometry 
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parameters affecting handling performance of the vehicle are defined and their 
contributions on the overall vehicle performance are described and discussed. 
Next, the three popular semi-active control strategies, namely hybrid skyhook-
groundhook controller, modified skyhook controller, and passive-skyhook controller, are 
described. Their contributions on the ride quality, stability, and kinematic performance of 
the MacPherson suspension system are compared. As a result, it is concluded that the 
different control strategies can improve ride quality and tire grip in a similar way whereas 
their influences on the suspension kinematic performance are completely different. 
Different sophisticated control strategies have been used by researchers for control of the 
vehicle suspension; however, the robust control theory has received more attention 
because of its ability in dealing with model uncertainties and in dealing with frequency 
specifications. A full state feed back control strategy is designed using H™ control theory 
and Linear Matrix Inequality (LMI) technique optimization. In order to reduce the design 
cost and to make the controller more practical, following the Hx output feedback control 
theory; two different controllers are developed to improve vehicle suspension 
specifications. In order to solve the minimization problem of output feedback controller, 
a combination of LMI and Genetic Algorithm (GA) methods is chosen owing to the 
bilinear nature of the problem. The resulting controller has a structure similar to that of 
the skyhook-passive controller in which the controller gains are optimized based on the 
vertical displacement and acceleration responses as well as control arm rotation response. 
It is shown that despite the simple structure of the output feedback controller, it can 
achieve a performance close to that of a full state feedback controller. 
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A MR damper is selected as the candidate dissipative component of the semi-active 
suspension to generate the force calculated from the control unit. In order to tune the 
current signal of the MR damper according to the command force generated by the 
control unit, an inverse dynamic model of the damper is required. Various experiments 
are carried out in the laboratory in order to characterize the dynamic performance of the 
MR damper. The results showed that the MR damper force behaves approximately 
linearly as a function of the current signal at a certain damper velocity. Accordingly, a 
simple and practical model of MR damper was developed using the data acquired through 
the laboratory tests and the MR damper performance. The model is validated by the 
experimental data and the results show that it represents the MR damper performance 
reasonably well for vehicle suspension control applications. 
The last part of the thesis deals with the effect of the MR damper dynamics on the control 
performance. In order to take care of highly nonlinear characteristics of the MR damper 
and make the control design more reliable, a real MR damper is integrated in the 
feedback loop. Simulations are carried out using the Hardware-In-the Loop Simulation 
(HILS) technique. The effectiveness of the inverse model of MR damper is shown and 
discussed. 
The main contributions of the research are highlighted as follows: 
1 - The kinematic performance of the suspension system is integrated in control design 
procedure, the point that was not given enough attention by previous researchers. 
2- Using a new dynamic model of Macpherson suspension system, it is shown that the 
combination of the passive and skyhook damping forces has the best contribution on 
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improvement of Macpherson suspension performance compared to other controllers. In 
addition, it is shown that neither the ideal skyhook nor pure ground-hook controllers are 
effective for Macpherson suspension system 
3- Using robust control theory, an output feedback robust control is designed and its 
gains are optimized by means of the combination of LMI and GA solvers. It should be 
noted that, the designed controller has simple structure and is robust against model 
uncertainties compared to previous controllers proposed in the literature. 
4- A piecewise polynomial model of MR damper is developed to predict MR damper 
performance and an algorithm is developed to estimate the current signal of MR damper. 
The algorithm has a simple structre and it is applicable on controlled suspension systems. 
6.2 Recommended Future Works 
Many research studies have been carried out in the field of vehicle suspension control 
design, however, this field of research is still open and several aspects of that have not 
received enough attention. The following subsections describe some areas that need to be 
studied in this area. 
6.2.1 Control-oriented modeling of specific suspension systems 
A simplified model composing two lumped masses which are connected through linear 
stiffness has been widely used to represent the dynamics of the suspension system. The 
model is very simple in which the structural effects of the mechanism on the dynamic 
response has been ignored. Since different suspension systems with complex structure are 
available, it is recommended that the modelling of a specific suspension system such as 
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double-wishbone and multi link systems may be developed. Having a superior model of 
suspension system is necessary for a reliable control design. 
6.2.2 Roll centre control 
One of the important parameters in studying both the ride quality and stability of the 
vehicle is its roll centre. It is known that while cornering the vehicle tends to roll around 
this point. The location of this point can be determined from the suspension structure and 
would be changed by vehicle's motion. The roll centre is inversely related to other 
kinematic parameters such as track width and camber angle. The lower roll centre 
provides better stability at the cost of track width and camber angle deteriorations. It is 
recommended that in using semi-active control strategies the variation of the roll centre 
be controlled while the other kinematic parameters are adjusted passively or vice-versa. 
6.2.3 Inverse MR damper modeling 
Having an accurate and practical inverse model of a MR damper is essential in the 
suspension control design. Thus, the development of an accurate inverse model of MR 
damper would be immensely useful. 
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